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growth in world oil prices.  Oil 
prices remain high by histori-
cal standards, but would likely 
be higher without advances 
made in U.S. and Canadian oil 
production.  Incremental North 
American production has 
FCJNCBÐRMÐM˾QCRÐNPMBSARGMLÐBGQ-
ruptions in the Middle East and 
Africa as well as U.S. sanctions 
on Iran which targeted crude 
oil exports. 

Together, the U.S. and 
Canada are producing nearly 
11 million barrels of oil each 
day.  This dramatic rise in 
U.S. and Canadian production 
presents a range of logisti-
cal challenges.  Historically, 
large volumes of domestic oil 
production were sourced from 
M˾QFMPCÐ?LBÐMLQFMPCÐNCRPM-
leum provinces in the Gulf 
of Mexico region (Texas and 
Louisiana).  Since the 1950s, 
the U.S. petroleum complex 
has been constructed around 
a network in which most, but 
LMRÐ?JJ
ÐK?HMPÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐ
were located on the coasts.  
The petroleum transportation 
network evolved into an inte-
grated system which moved 
large volumes of crude oil 
and petroleum product into 
the mid-continent and north-
ern tier from the Gulf States.   
0C˿LCPGCQÐMLÐRFCÐ#?QRÐ?LBÐ
West Coasts relied heavily 
on foreign crude oil imports 
(additionally supplemented by 

T he North American 
petroleum renais-
sance is a remark-
able achievement 

of technological innovation 
and risk taking. Improve-
ments identifying oil and 
gas reserves paired with 
advances in drilling and 
production technology, such 
as horizontal drilling, hy-
draulic fracturing, and steam 
assisted gravity drainage 
(SAGD) have resulted in rapid 
North American oil and natu-
ral gas production growth.  
These primary technologi-
A?JÐ?BT?LACKCLRQÐUCPCÐ˿PQRÐ
applied to natural gas plays 
in Texas and Pennsylvania 
during the mid-2000s.  This 
spurred a surge in shale gas 
production that reversed 
long-held expectations that 
the U.S. would become a ma-
jor importer of natural gas.  
The U.S. is now the world’s 
largest producer of natural 
gas and on track to become 
a net exporter of natural gas 
before the end of this decade.

Continued improvements 
in drilling and production 

technology are also providing 
access to unconventional oil 
formations.  Oil production in 
Texas and North Dakota has 
increased dramatically with 
the application of horizontal 
drilling and hydraulic fractur-
ing.  Advances in heavy oil 
production technology have 
helped enable steady pro-
duction growth in Canada’s 
Athabasca oil sands.  Canada, 
which is experiencing little 
growth in petroleum con-
sumption and has limited out-
lets for waterborne exports, 
continues to export rising oil 
sands production into the U.S. 
market via pipeline (and to a 
lesser extent by rail).  

U.S. and Canadian oil pro-
duction has grown by over 
three million barrels per day 
�K@B�ÐQGLACÐ����Ð�˿ESPCÐ���ÐÐ
This represents the single 
largest contribution to global 
oil production growth over the 
N?QRÐ˿TCÐWC?PQ�ÐÐ2FCQCÐLCUÐ
supplies came online at the 
very time oil production cent-
ers abroad faced turmoil.  As a 
result, rising North American 
production has limited the 
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GKNMPRQÐMDÐPC˿LCBÐNPMBSARQ��ÐÐ
�QÐ3�1�Ð˿CJBÐNPMBSARGMLÐBC-
clined, the Gulf States became 
a major hub for moving larger 
volumes of waterborne petro-
leum imports (crude oil as well 
as petroleum products) north-
wards into the mid-continent 
and northern tier of North 
America.  The transportation 
network for crude oil (as well 
as petroleum products) was 
largely a system that moved 
supplies from the south to the 
north. 

Oil production growth from 
Canada and North Dakota 
combined with rapidly rising 
output from the Eagle Ford 
and Permian Basin is plac-
ing considerable stress on the 
North American transporta-
tion network.  Major network 
KMBG˿A?RGMLQÐ?PCÐPCOSGPCBÐ
to move crude oil from 
Canada and North Dakota to 

processing centers on the Gulf 
Coast as well as the East and 
West Coasts.  The turnaround 
in North American crude oil 
production has been so exten-
QGTCÐRF?RÐ?JJÐPC˿LCPGCQÐGLÐRFCÐ
mid-continent (central U.S. 
and Canada) have backed out 
nearly all non-Canadian im-
ports and are processing only 
U.S. and Canadian crude. 

The crude oil transporta-
tion network is responding 
to the emergence of new oil 
production primarily through 
expanded rail connections, 
pipeline construction and 
reversals, and extensive 
@?PECÐRP?́A�ÐÐ2PSAIGLEÐGQÐ?JQMÐ
playing an important role in 
moving oil to rail and pipeline 
terminals from the wellhead. 
Rail, however, has emerged 
as an important near and 
likely long-term transportation 
solution (for certain crude oils 

to certain markets, namely 
Bakken crude to the East and 
West Coasts).  Rail facilities for 
loading and unloading crude 
MGJÐA?LÐ@CÐAMLQRPSARCBÐOSGAIJWÐ
and connected to an extensive 
rail network which reaches all 
major processing centers.  Rail 
has enabled many producers 
RMÐM@R?GLÐ̀CVG@GJGRWÐGLÐKMTGLEÐ
their production to alterna-
RGTCÐK?PICRQÐUGRFMSRÐPCOSGP-
ing commitment to long-term 
AMLRP?ARQÐ�M̃CLÐRFCÐA?QCÐDMPÐ
pipelines). 

Precisely how the new 
North American oil trans-
portation network will evolve 
remains unclear.  Some com-
bination of pipeline and rail will 
ultimately be used to move 
crude oil to major processing 
centers.  Extensive pipeline 
@SGJBÐMSR
ÐGBCLRG˿CBÐUGRFGLÐRFGQÐ
report, will play a major role 
in moving large volumes of 
new crude oil supplies from 
the U.S. and Canada to major 
AM?QR?JÐPC˿LCPGCQÐRFPMSEFMSRÐ
North America.  However, the 
J?AIÐMDÐJ?PECÐQA?JCÐEPCCL˿CJBÐ
pipeline development will 
likely limit sizeable volumes of 
Bakken crude oil from mov-
GLEÐTG?ÐNGNCJGLCÐRMÐPC˿LCPGCQÐMLÐ
the West Coast and East Coast 
– natural markets for this oil.  
These supplies will utilize rail 

Figure 1. U.S. and Canadian Oil Production 

Source: EIA
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oil transportation network in 
response to the North Ameri-
can petroleum renaissance.  
Production growth is expand-
GLEÐOSGAIJWÐ?LBÐAMLQRP?GLRQÐGLÐ
KMTGLEÐAPSBCÐMGJÐRMÐPC˿LGLEÐ
centers remains a challenge in 
both the near and long-term. 
While the success and sustain-
ability of the North American 
petroleum renaissance rests 
largely on a combination of 
technology and geology, it will 
?JQMÐPCOSGPCÐRFCÐA?N?AGRWÐRMÐ
overcome political and regula-
tory limitations.  If crude oil 
A?LLMRÐ@CÐKMTCBÐRMÐPC˿LGLEÐ
ACLRCPQÐĆAGCLRJW
ÐRFCÐFGEFCPÐ
transportation costs will ul-
RGK?RCJWÐ@CÐPC̀CARCBÐGLÐJMUCPÐ
wellhead values, potentially 
lost production, and ultimately 
lost economic opportunity to 
the United States and Canada.  
It is also worth considering 
whether or not actions to in-
hibit soundly regulated infra-
structure projects, when they 
are primarily an objection to a 
PCQMSPACÐP?RFCPÐRF?LÐ?ÐQNCAG˿AÐ
project, are counterproduc-
tive to their original intent to 
GKNPMTCÐCLTGPMLKCLR?JÐOS?JGRWÐ
and reduce GHG emissions.  

as a major long-term trans-
portation solution. 

Pipeline bottlenecks have 
created discounts in the Ca-
nadian and Bakken regions.  
Crude oil production has 
risen in these regions without 
matching pipeline capacity to 
K?HMPÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQ�Ð2FGQÐ
F?QÐF?BÐRFCÐC˾CARÐMDÐPCBSAGLEÐ
market competition and thus 
the pricing power of certain 
crude oils.  These discounts 
?PCÐPC̀CARCBÐGLÐJMUCPÐUCJJFC?BÐ
values which may eventually 
lead to production growth 
constraints, reduce revenues 
to royalty owners and limit 
revenues to local, state, and 
federal governments should 
they persist.  Canadian crude 
oil discounts are currently $33 
per barrel below West Texas 
Intermediate (WTI) prices, the 
benchmark for most crude oil 
sold at U.S. processing cent-
ers, currently at $103 per bar-
rel.  This discount reached over 
$40 below WTI in December 
of 2012 when WTI prices were 
at just $88 per barrel.  Heavy 
Canadian crude oil, Western 
Canadian Select (WCS), was 
priced below $50 per barrel.

These discounts have 
reduced Canadian oil sands 
royalties by millions of dollars.  
EPRINC estimates that dis-
counts on Canadian crude oil 
reduce royalties by nearly $1 
million per day1.   These price 

discounts are more sensitive in 
a lower oil price environment.  
At a crude oil price of $100 
WTI, production throughout 
the U.S. and much of Canada is 
sustainable, even with sizeable 
discounts.  In an environment 
of $80 WTI, however, a Cana-
dian crude oil discount of $20 
drops the price of Canadian 
crude oil to $60 per barrel – a 
cut sizeable enough to con-
strain production if sustained 
for a long period of time.

A $1 discount on North 
Dakota crude oil reduces state 
revenues by nearly $3 million 
per month2.   Should these high 
discounts persist, project de-
velopment may be delayed or 
impaired as reduced wellhead 
values (i.e. producer revenue) 
reduce the potential for further 
investment.  Discounts on oil in 
North Dakota and throughout 
the U.S. have also reduced tax 
revenues to local, state, and 
federal governments.

This EPRINC report exam-
ines the scale and the scope of 
the task before policy makers 
and the U.S. petroleum indus-
try in building out a new crude 

1 EPRINC estimate using 
calculations of pre and post 
payout for oil sand projects, 
Alberta government royalty 
rates, and average light heavy 
BG˾CPCLRG?JQ�

2 May 2013 production with an 
C˾CARGTCÐR?VÐP?RCÐMDÐ����ÐNCPACLR

Pipelines, Trains and Trucks
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 з 2FCÐ52'Ð PCLRÐBG˾CPCLRG?JÐ�?Ð
NPMVWÐKC?QSPCÐMDÐRFCÐBG˾CPCLACÐ
between U.S. and world oil pric-
es) is no longer strictly tied to 
the level of petroleum stocks in 
Cushing, OK. Producing regions 
north of the Cushing trading 
center, primarily oil produced 
in North Dakota, Wyoming, 
?LBÐ!?L?B?ÐM̃CLÐD?ACÐJ?PECÐ
discounts to world prices even 
UFCLÐRFCÐ52'Ð PCLRÐBG˾CPCLRG?JÐ
is narrow.  This has encouraged 
producers to utilize other modes 
of transportation, primarily rail, 
to move crude oil to coastal 
markets where they can realize 
higher (world) oil prices for their 
production.  

 з Much of the growth in Canadian 
oil production is in the form of 
heavy oil, with an API gravity 
around 22 degrees, while rising 
U.S. production is very light, 
UGRFÐ�.'ÐEP?TGRGCQÐM̃CLÐFGEFCPÐ
than 40 degrees.  Blending of 
heavy and light crude oils at 
AM?QR?JÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐUGJJÐ
be increasingly important for 
absorption of larger volumes 
of domestic and Canadian 
production.  

 з Discounts of crude oil through-
out major producing centers 
in North America have en-
couraged the use of alterna-
tive modes of transportation. 
Despite being more costly than 
pipeline, crude by rail shipments 
have increased as producers 
seek to avoid saturated pipe-
line connection hubs in the 

mid-continent.  Roughly 870,000 
b/d of crude oil is moving via 
rail in the U.S. and Canada.  The 
majority of rail activity is fo-
cused on the Bakken formation 
in North Dakota.  Approximately 
650,000 b/d of Bakken crude 
is exported out of the Williston 
Basin via rail.  Barge move-
ments along inland and coastal 
waterways have also increased, 
although future barge utilization 
growth may be constrained due 
to Jones Act limitations.  

 з Construction of new crude oil 
transportation infrastructure is 
constrained by both commercial 
and regulatory risk. Financ-
GLEÐMDÐNGNCJGLCQÐPCOSGPCÐQR?@JCÐ
PCQCPTCQÐ?LBÐAML˿BCLACÐRF?RÐ
BCQRGL?RGMLÐK?PICRQÐ?PCÐNPM˿R-
able.  Uncertainty regarding the 
size of the reserves of some 
unconventional plays, a slow 
and unpredictable regulatory 
approval process, and changing 
oil prices in destination markets 
are delaying the build out of ad-
ditional pipeline infrastructure.  
0?GJÐQFGNKCLRQÐM˾CPÐ?ÐLC?PÐRCPKÐ
solution (loading facilities can be 
AMLQRPSARCBÐOSGAIJW�Ð?LBÐJMLECP�
term “optionality.”  Rail reaches 
?JJÐK?HMPÐ3�1�ÐPC˿LGLEÐK?PICRQÐ
and permits producers to alter 
BCQRGL?RGMLÐK?PICRQÐOSGAIJWÐGLÐ
response to changing crude 
values.   

 з Current pipeline projects are 
largely occurring through 
KMBG˿A?RGMLQÐ?LBÐCVN?LQGMLQÐ
of the existing pipeline network.  

However, the existing pipeline 
network does not connect the 
mid-continent to either East or 
5CQRÐ!M?QRÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQ
Ð
where the need for new pipeline 
capacity is most apparent.  

 з Wellhead values throughout 
North American will improve 
substantially if the industry 
addresses the entire range of 
network challenges, including 
ĆAGCLRÐKMTCKCLRÐMDÐAPSBCÐMGJÐ
RMÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐ@WÐK?RAFGLEÐ
APSBCÐMGJÐOS?JGRWÐAF?P?ARCPGQRGAQÐ
UGRFÐ?NNPMNPG?RCÐPC˿LGLEÐRCAF-
nology. For North America, the 
oil transportation system can 
generate improved value and 
production growth by mov-
ing Canadian oil sands to Gulf 
!M?QRÐPC˿LCPGCQÐUCJJÐCOSGNNCBÐ
to process heavier crude oil, and 
by moving domestic light sweet 
crude oil to East and West Coast 
PC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQ�Ð

 з Inhibiting the Keystone XL 
pipeline and other well-regu-
lated transportation projects, 
in an attempt to either reduce 
GHG emissions or transition 
to alternative forms of energy, 
will have discernible economic, 
political and environmental 
AMLQCOSCLACQÐUGRFMSRÐK?IGLEÐ
progress toward desired goals.  
The proposed pipeline provides 
a low cost distribution solution 
matching Canadian oil sands 
UGRFÐ%SJDÐ!M?QRÐPC˿LCPQÐUFMÐ?PCÐ
UCJJÐCOSGNNCBÐRMÐNPMACQQÐFC?TWÐ
crude oil.

Summary of Findings

Pipelines, Trains and Trucks
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Production in Oklahoma 
rose nearly 140,000 b/d 
(183,000 b/d to 321,000 
b/d) between 2008 and 
June 2013.  Production in 
New Mexico has also risen 
100,000 b/d since 2008, 
largely stemming from 
recent advances in under-
standing the geology of the 
Permian Basin.  The Per-
mian Basin, which straddles 
the border of southern New 
Mexico and western Texas, 
is one of the most explored 
oil plays in the world.  How-
ever, companies have only 
recently begun exploiting 
the potential of its stacked 
layers with both vertical and 
horizontal drilling.   

U.S. Production

After decades of decline, 
U.S. oil production has risen 
by 2 mbd since 2008, an 
increase of approximately 
40 percent in five years.  
Almost all of this produc-
tion growth is attributable 
to the application of hori-
zontal drilling and hydraulic 
fracturing in the Bakken 
and Eagle Ford plays.  The 
majority of this new produc-
tion is light sweet crude oil.  
EPRINC considers this new 
growth to represent the 
beginning of the U.S. petro-
leum renaissance.  

The most prolific shale 
oil plays of the petroleum 
renaissance are the Bakken 
in North Dakota (and east-
ern Montana) and the Eagle 
Ford in west Texas.  Oil pro-
duction from North Dakota’s 
Bakken shale has risen by 
more than 700,000 b/d in 
five years, from 172,000 b/d 
in 2008 to 874,000 b/d today.  
The state of Texas currently 
produces 2.6 mbd, over one 
third of U.S. production.  
Along with the Permian Ba-
sin, the five-year-old Eagle 
Ford play has helped to add 

over 1 mbd to Texas’ pro-
duction since 2008.  Today, 
Eagle Ford production is 
roughly 1 mbd.

Shale oil plays in North 
Dakota and Texas have been 
among the most prominent 
success stories, but smaller 
plays in other states are be-
ginning to contribute mean-
ingful production volumes.  
Colorado’s Niobrara shale, 
primarily located in Weld 
County, has lifted the state’s 
oil production from 80,000 
b/d in 2008 to 161,000 b/d 
today.  The Mississippi Lime 
and Granite Wash stacked 
plays have boosted produc-
tion in Oklahoma (and to a 
lesser extent in Kansas).  

Recent Trends in U.S. and 

Canadian Oil Production 

Figure 2. U.S. Production of Crude Oil

Source: EIA
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The first wave of modern 
lateral drilling and multi-
stage fracking carried over 
from shale gas plays un-
locked these reservoirs, but 
ongoing advances in tech-
nology will play an integral 
role in extracting more 
barrels out of tight source 
rock.  To date, only a small 
fraction3 of the reserves 
are being extracted from 
within these reservoirs, but 
technology is continually 

improving.  Oil companies 
are investing heavily in 
reservoir testing to better 
understand the geology of 
these reservoirs.  Drillers 
can now take a sample of 
reservoir rock and conduct 
full diagnostics in days 
(before the shale oil boom 
companies would send 
their rock samples to a lab 
for testing with week long 
delays before results were 
made available).  This in-
formation tells companies 
the mineralogy make-up 
of the rock and can give 
them a full 3-D image of 
the sample, which shows 
pore spacing in addition to 
MRFCPÐOS?JGRGCQ
ÐNPMTGBGLEÐ
a full picture of the rock 
composition.

Figure 3. Major U.S. Oil Plays and Permit Activity

Figure 2. U.S. Production of Crude Oil

Source: HPDI, permit activity in past 90 days, September 2013

 4 Proppant is used in the 
hydraulic fracturing process.  
Proppant, either in the form 
of ceramic, sand, or resin 
coated sand is pumped down 
the wellbore along with water 
and a fraction of chemicals at 
high pressure.  The hydraulic 
DP?ARSPGLEÐ̀SGBÐGQÐNSQFCBÐ
through the cracks in the 
rock to make a fracture.  The 
proppant help keeps the 
fractures open to allow oil 
RMÐ̀MUÐRFPMSEFÐ?LBÐGLRMÐRFCÐ
UCJJ@MPCÐ?̃CPÐRFCÐDP?ARSPGLEÐ
̀SGBÐF?BÐ@CCLÐ̀MULÐ@?AIÐSNÐ
the wellbore.

3 The percentage of reserve 
extraction depends on the 
original reserve calculation.  
For example, production of 
820,000 b/d with total reserves 
of 4 billion barrels in place 
would be much smaller than 
the percentage of extraction 
assuming 11 billion barrels of 
oil in place.

Additional advances are 
being made to measure the 
size of the fractures (such 
as where the proppant4 
ends up in a fracture) and 
understand which fractured 
zones are producing.  Pro-
ducers are realizing that 
there is far less oil drain-
age from the reservoir than 
they originally expected.  As 
a result, companies have 
begun to downsize their 
acreage spacing between 
wells and place more hori-
zontal wells both next to 
each other and on top of one 
another in stacked forma-
tions, as seen with multi-
well pad drilling.  Such 
advances have enabled 
higher extraction rates from 
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the reservoir5 in addition to 
drilling efficiencies.

To determine future 
production growth poten-
tial, EPRINC has evaluated 
three major shale plays in 
the United States: the Bak-
ken, the Permian Basin, and 
the Eagle Ford.  A “periph-
ery” play category has also 
been added to designate 
other plays contributing to 
U.S. production, such as 
the Niobrara in Colorado 
and the many stacked plays 
in Oklahoma.  While there 
are justifiable reservations 
with regard to this fore-
cast should oil prices fall, 
EPRINC’s assessment, de-
veloped from detailed well 
analysis, current technology 
development, and the pace 
of completions, is a rela-
tively conservative forecast.

EPRINC’s forecast model 
utilizes a calculation for 
average annual production 
growth which incorporates 
the pace of average well 
completion, decline rates 
for each play/formation, and 

a set of analytical assump-
tions based on EPRINC’s 
assessment of the reser-
voirs and their economics.  
EPRINC places a high level 
of confidence on the growth 
rate from 2013 to 2015.  
EPRINC estimates that 
these shale/tight oil forma-
tions will yield an additional 
1.5 mbd by 2022 over cur-
rent levels.  As the forecast 
indicates, 2022 may be 
the point at which some of 
these plays begin to plateau 
(in terms of production).  
Considerable uncertainty 
exists with regards to long-
term growth potential.  
There is little agreement 
among geologists (and 
others in the industry) as 
to when these plays and 

Figure 4. EPRINC’S Shale Oil Play Forecast

Source: EPRINC. Well data from HDPI and NDPA. 6

6 The “Bakken” forecast is a 
North Dakota forecast and 
does not include eastern 
Montana or South Dakota.  
The “Eagle Ford” forecast 
does include condensate.  
The percentage of what is 
condensate and what is crude 
oil in Eagle Ford production is 
an issue of debate right now, 
but estimates range from 40 to 
60 percent of production.  All 
other forecasted reservoirs and 
NJ?WQÐBMÐGLAJSBCÐMRFCPÐJGOSGBQÐGLÐ
addition to crude oil; however, 
the Bakken is almost strictly 
crude oil.  The Permian Basin 
is largely crude oil, but does 
include some condensates 
(probably no more than 30 
percent).

5 Note that production from 
shale formations to date 
only constitutes a fraction of 
the resource in place.  Small 
improvements in extraction 
RCAFLGOSCQÐA?LÐNPMTGBCÐJ?PECÐ
increases in new supplies. The 
future of U.S. oil production 
will be determined largely by 
technology. 

Recent Trends in U.S. and Canadian Oil Production
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reservoirs will plateau 
?LBÐQS@QCOSCLRJWÐBCAJGLC�ÐÐ
Technology, oil prices, and 
other factors can play a 
significant role in the extent 
to which these light sweet 
shale plays are developed.  
The Permian Basin contains 
multiple stacked forma-
tions which offer several 
extraction possibilities for 
the industry over the com-
ing years.  Even if the Per-
mian, Bakken, and Eagle 

Ford reservoirs plateau or 
decline in the coming years, 
other plays such as those 
within the Anadarko Basin, 
including the Granite Wash 
and Mississippi Lime, may 
offer future production 
growth with the applica-
tion of improved extraction 
technologies.  Although 
uncertainty remains on 
future production levels, 
given advances in technol-
ogy, access to markets, and 

a stable price environment, 
considerable upside poten-
tial remains.

Figure 5 presents 
EPRINC’s forecast along 
with estimates from other 
analysts.

Figure 5. EPRINC vs. Major Industry Forecasts for U.S. Oil Production

Source: EPRINC Forecast and Estimates compiled from Deutsche Bank Report Dec 2012 “Future of US Oil”

Recent Trends in U.S. and Canadian Oil Production
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These incremental barrels 
from Canada to the U.S. will 
replace non-North American 
waterborne imports.  How-
ever, this can only take place 
if large-scale transportation 
options (new pipelines) are 
made available to move heavy 
Canadian oil sands to major 
3�1�ÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQ�ÐÐ

Given the promise for 
robust production growth in 
both the U.S. and Canada, the 
pace at which oil transporta-
tion infrastructure can be put 
GLRMÐNJ?ACÐUGJJÐNJ?WÐ?ÐQGELG˿-
cant role in determining the 
potential of the North Ameri-
can petroleum renaissance.

Canadian Production 

Canada currently produces 
3.5 mbd, up nearly 1 mbd 
from 2008.  Oil sands output 
continues to account for the 
largest share of past and fu-
ture production growth.  While 
production via mining will 
remain a substantial portion 
of total production, in situ pro-
duction, largely in the form of 
SAGD (Steam Assisted Grav-
ity Drainage)7,  will account 
for the majority of Canadian 

crude oil growth.  Canadian oil 
NPMBSARGMLÐ�QFMULÐGLÐ˿ESPCÐ��Ð
is expected to increase over 
3 mbd by 2030 according to 
estimates from the Canadian 
Association of Petroleum Pro-
ducers (CAPP).

Historically, almost all 
Canadian crude oil and petro-
leum product exports have 
been marketed to the United 
States.  Given that projected 
petroleum consumption in 
both the U.S. and Canada is 
expected to remain relatively 
̀?RÐMTCPÐRFCÐAMKGLEÐWC?PQ
Ð
incremental Canadian produc-
tion growth will primarily be 
exported to the United States.  

Figure 6. Canadian Oil Production Forecast

Source: CAPP 2013 “Crude Oil Forecast, Markets, and Transportation” data

7 Please see EPRINC’s primer on 
the Canadian oil sands.  
http://eprinc.org/pdf/
oilsandsprimer.pdf 
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T he rapid growth of 
North American oil 
production is actively 
changing the U.S. 

GKNMPRÐNMPRDMJGMÐ?LBÐQFG̃GLEÐMGJÐ
̀MUQÐ?PMSLBÐRFCÐEJM@C�ÐÐ�ÐK?-
HMPÐQFG̃Ð?U?WÐDPMKÐU?RCP@MPLCÐ
imports is taking place as light 
sweet domestic production 
rises, imports are backed out, 
and heavy Canadian imports 
rise.  North America stands to 
capture considerable econom-
ic value and growth from this 
petroleum renaissance, but 
moving these new supplies ef-
˿AGCLRJWÐRMÐFGEFÐT?JSCÐK?PICRQÐ
is essential for sustaining pro-
duction growth, particularly if 
production costs rise sharply 
or oil prices and wellhead 
T?JSCQÐBCAJGLCÐQGELG˿A?LRJW�8  
2P?LQNMPR?RGMLÐGLĆAGCL-
cies ultimately raise the cost 
of production.  Higher costs 
reduce potential economic 
activity as well as producer, 
landowner, and government 
royalties.  Reduced domestic 
NPMBSARGMLÐUGJJÐ@CÐM˾QCRÐ@WÐ
increased crude oil imports 
(until cost competitive alterna-
tive forms of energy arrive at 
scale) and contribute to higher 
global oil prices.

$MPÐRFCÐ˿PQRÐRGKCÐQGLACÐ
1993, U.S. oil production has 
nearly eclipsed crude oil im-
ports. The U.S. will soon im-
port less than half of its crude 
oil needs. If U.S. exports of 
PC˿LCBÐNPMBSARQÐ?PCÐGLAJSBCBÐ
in this calculation, the U.S. 
already imports less than 
50 percent of its domestic 
petroleum consumption. As 
˿ESPCÐ�ÐGLBGA?RCQ
ÐMDÐRFCÐPC-
maining 7.6 mbd of imports, 

1FG̊GLEÑ!PSBCÑ-GJÑ'KNMPRQÑ?LBÑ
Altering Domestic Flows

Figure 7. U.S. Imports, U.S. Production, and 
U.S. Imports from Canada

Source: EIA

8Ð -GJÐNPMBSARGMLÐPCOSGPCQÐJMLE�
term commitments of capital 
and these commitments 
are less constrained in an 
economic environment in 
which the distribution of 
supplies to markets is both 
QR?@JCÐ?LBÐĆAGCLR�Ð

Canada accounts for 2.5 mbd, 
or 33 percent of total foreign 
imports.  This brings total 
non-Canadian foreign imports 
to 5 mbd.  As the production 
forecasts above suggest, this 
number could drop to under 
�ÐK@BÐ@WÐ����ÐEGTCLÐ̀?RÐAML-
sumption trends (this assumes 
the U.S would be importing an 
additional 1 mbd from Canada 
by 2022).  EPRINC’s forecast 
adds another 1.5 mbd to U.S. 
production by 2022 and CAPP’s 
forecast adds another 1.8 mbd 
to Canadian production.  Fur-
ther improvements in import 
reductions could also come 
from increasingly stringent 
?SRMKMRGTCÐDSCJÐĆAGCLAWÐ
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The Canadian Association 
of Petroleum Producers’ most 
recent map of oil disposition by 
processing region illustrates 
where domestic U.S. crude 
oil, Canadian crude oil, and 
foreign non-Canadian crude 
oil are being processed.  Pro-
cessing centers in central U.S. 
and Canada are completely 
saturated by Canadian and 
domestic crude oil.  Very little 
non-North American crude oil 
is processed in central U.S. and 
!?L?B?
Ð?QÐGLBGA?RCBÐGLÐ˿ESPCÐ
9, which shows the destina-
tions of North American crude 
oil and waterborne crude oil 

standards (CAFE) and the re-
newable fuels standard (RFS).9

Figure 8 illustrates the dra-
matic changes in the source 
and characteristics of oil im-
ports into the United States. 
Rising domestic production 
has reduced demand for light 
sweet crude from North Af-
rica.  At the same time, heavy 
crude oil imports from Canada 
are increasing.  As both U.S. 
and Canadian production rise, 
waterborne imports into the 
U.S. are rapidly declining.  In 
order to further replace wa-
terborne imports with domes-
tic production, the crude oil 
distribution network must be 
able to move large volumes of 
QSNNJGCQÐRMÐAM?QR?JÐPC˿LCPGCQÐ
currently relying upon foreign 
waterborne imports.  Note that 
imports from Saudi Arabia and 
Nigeria, formerly top import-
ers to the U.S., are on decline 
as light sweet crude oil from 
the Bakken, Permian Basin, 
Eagle Ford, and other shale 
plays make their way to major 
3�1�ÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQ�

As the U.S. import portfolio 
AMLRGLSCQÐRMÐQFG̃
ÐBGQNJ?A-
ing light sweet imports from 

countries such as Nigeria, Al-
geria, and Angola, more blend-
ing will occur; that is, more 
light sweet oil will be blended 
with heavier oil from Canada 
(and elsewhere) to make 
medium grade crude oils.  
2FGQÐUGJJÐFCJNÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐ
adapt to increasing volumes 
of light sweet crude and in 
turn push out medium grade 
barrels.10  U.S. and Canadian 
AM?QR?JÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐ?PCÐRFCÐ
MLJWÐBCQRGL?RGMLQÐJC̃ÐDMPÐ?BBG-
tional volumes of both U.S. and 
Canadian crude oil.  As rising 
volumes of both light sweet 
crude oil from the U.S. and 
heavy crude oil from Canada 
make their way to the coasts, 
foreign waterborne imports 
will continue to decline.

Figure 8. Top U.S. Imports by Country of Origin 
and Crude Oil Type

Source: EIA Data, Oil types from ENI World Oil Book

9 Further gains in reducing 
imports could come from fuel 
ĆAGCLAGCQ�ÐÐÐ3�1�ÐAMLQSKNRGMLÐ
for fuel is expected to remain 
PCJ?RGTCJWÐ̀?RÐGLÐRFCÐAMKGLEÐ
years (AEO reference case 
2013).

10 Please see appendix for further 
GLDMPK?RGMLÐMLÐAPSBCÐMGJÐOS?JGRWÐ
and grades.
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imports.  The green portions 
of the pie charts below indicate 
where foreign non-Canadian 
crude is processed.   Rising 
Bakken and Canadian produc-
RGMLÐQFMSJBÐ@CÐKMTCBÐRMÐPC˿L-
ing centers along the U.S. and 
Canadian coasts (the Canadian 
East Coast).  Current export 
options for additional Canadian 
production are limited to areas 
already saturated with domes-
tic and Canadian crude oil, the 
Rockies and the Midwest.  

Given the abundance of 
light sweet crude oil in the 
3�1�
ÐOSCQRGMLQÐPCE?PBGLEÐ
crude oil exports have arisen.  
While discussion on this sub-
ject will likely increase over 
the coming months and years, 
major exports of crude oil 
from the U.S. are unlikely to 
take place in the foreseeable 
future.  Crude oil production 
GQÐPGQGLEÐGLÐRFCÐ3�1�ÐDMPÐRFCÐ˿PQRÐ
time since the 1990s; however, 
the U.S. still imports over 7 
mbd and consumes roughly 
15 mbd of crude oil.  This topic 
is both complex and highly 
politicized.

The movement of crude oil 
is heavily regulated for strate-
gic purposes. Crude oil can be 
exported, but producers need 
a permit to do so. The Depart-
ment of Commerce has the 
authority to grant exemption 
permits. Shipments to Canada  
are the only exports routinely 

approved (It is likely that Mex-
ico would be treated in the 
same manner as Canada).  The 
boom in shale oil production 
F?QÐGLAPC?QCBÐRFCÐ̀MUÐMDÐ3�1�Ð
crude oil to Canada; exports to 
Canada eclipsed the 100,000 
b/d mark in February of 2013, 
its highest level since the late 
1990s.  The abundance of light 
sweet crude in the U.S. makes 
C?QRCPLÐ!?L?BG?LÐPC˿LCPGCQ
Ð
which largely run a light crude 
oil slate, a natural market for 
U.S. production. 

The U.S. implemented its 
export control system in the 
post-WWII era.  Although leg-
islation regulating the export 

Figure 9. Crude Oil Disposition by Origin 

Source: CAPP

of domestically produced 
crude oil has changed over the 
years, U.S. policy has consist-
ently restricted exports of 
crude oil.  The basis for restric-
tions on oil exports is rooted 
in the Cold War and is imple-
mented through the short sup-
ply control program adminis-
tered by the U.S. Department 
of Commerce.  Short supply 
controls restrict the exports of 
scarce goods. 
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whether by pipeline, rail 
or barge.   The build out of 
new infrastructure has been 
extensive, but the system 
still possesses inefficien-
cies and limitations.  As the 
infrastructure system has 
worked to adapt, debate 
concerning the overlap of 
energy and the environment 
has led to serious regula-
tory delays.

Bottleneck Timeline

In 2006, U.S. shale gas 
production began to rise 

N orth America’s 
crude oil pipeline 
network has been 
unable to keep 

pace with the 3 mbd of pro-
duction added over the past 
˿TCÐWC?PQ�Ð*?PECÐTMJSKCQÐMDÐ
light sweet and heavy crude 
MGJÐ?PCÐKMTGLEÐRMÐ3�1�ÐPC˿L-
ing centers through a highly 
constrained transportation 
LCRUMPI
ÐLMUÐPCOSGPGLEÐRFCÐ
use of rail.  Much of the U.S. 
crude oil pipeline network 
was constructed when wa-
terborne oil shipments into 
the Gulf began to supplant 
declining onshore production. 
The pipeline network was 
built to move crude oil north-
wards from the Gulf Coast.  
The West Coast received its 
crude oil from domestic (Cali-
fornia and Alaska) sources 
and the East Coast imported 
the bulk of its oil from North 
Africa and the Middle East.  
There was no need to have 
abundant pipeline connec-
tivity from the center of the 
country to the East and West 
Coasts. 

Figure 10 illustrates the 
historic shifts in crude oil 
flows from 1988 to 2008.  

Between 1988 and 2008, im-
ports into the Midwest from 
Canada more than doubled, 
pipeline flows from west 
Texas to Gulf were reversed, 
and flows from the Gulf to 
Cushing and the Midwest 
grew.

Midstream companies 
F?TCÐOSGAIJWÐ?B?NRCBÐRMÐ
the changing production 
geography by investing in 
new crude oil transporta-
tion projects. These pro-
jects seek to move crude 
oil along new routes, 

The Bottlenecks:  

Understanding Their Development

Figure 10. Historic Pipeline Flows Between 
PADD II and PADD III
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dramatically, sparked by 
the application of horizontal 
drilling and multistage hy-
draulic fracturing in a high 
natural gas price environ-
ment.   Within a few years 
these technologies were 
being widely applied to oil 
rich shale/tight formations, 
such as the Bakken forma-
tion.  Oil production in North 
Dakota rapidly increased 
following the recovery of 
oil prices after the 2008 
price collapse.  As produc-
tion in the Bakken surged, 
upstream companies ex-
tended their search for new 
supplies in similar shale/
tight oil formations, apply-
ing and improving these 
technologies.

In 2008, TransCanada 
submitted its application for 
the Keystone XL pipeline. 
What was at the time con-
sidered a relatively straight-
forward, albeit thorough, 
?NNPMT?JÐNPMACQQÐOSGAIJWÐ
evolved into one of the 
most controversial infra-
structure projects in North 
America.  Because the pro-
posed pipeline would cross 
an international border, it 

Figure 10. Continued. Historic Pipeline Flows 
Between PADD II and PADD III

Source: EPRINC Maps. Data from CME Group and Purvin and Gertz 
“The Role of WTI as a Benchmark”
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to move rising production 
volumes to coastal refin-
ing centers. Prior to the 
surge in North American 
output, Canadian opera-
tors had enjoyed flexibility 
in the pipeline system with 
ample room to allocate 
varying production flows 
each month.  As rising vol-
umes of Bakken crude oil 
from North Dakota began 
to make its way into En-
bridge’s mainline (from Al-
berta, Canada into the Mid-
west), capacity for Canadian 
oil shipments into the Mid-
west became constrained.14  
The discount between West-
ern Canadian Select (WCS), 
the benchmark for heavy 
oil sands crude, and West 
Texas Intermediate (WTI), 
the benchmark for U.S. 
crude oil, began to widen, 
reflecting the constraints 
in pipeline capacity.15 The 
constraints in transporta-
tion capacity were reflected 
in pricing discounts for 
Bakken crude oil at Clear-
brook, Minnesota, a major 

PCOSGPCBÐ.PCQGBCLRG?JÐ?N-
proval.11  Several existing 
pipelines which carry Cana-
dian oil sands to U.S. refin-
eries have been approved, 
including TransCanada’s 
own 590,000 b/d Keystone 
phase 1 pipeline which was 
completed and launched in 
2010 (the original Keystone 
pipeline which runs from 
Hardisty, Alberta to Patoka, 
Illinois).  TransCanada is still 
awaiting approval for the 
northern leg of Keystone 
XL which would originate in 
Hardisty, Alberta and move 
crude oil to Steele City, 
Nebraska.  The southern 
leg from Cushing, Okla-
homa to the Gulf Coast has 
been approved and is nearly 
completed.  The extension 
from Steele City, Nebraska 
to Cushing, Oklahoma was 
finished in 2011.12

Opposition to Key-
stone XL, primarily from 

environmental groups, has 
been extensive.  Initial op-
position formed over the 
pipeline’s route, which 
APMQQCBÐRFCÐ-E?JJ?J?Ð?O-
uifer, and later from the 
pipeline’s planned route in 
Nebraska which crossed 
the environmentally sensi-
tive Sand Hills region.13 The 
decision was officially de-
layed and a second Environ-
mental Impact Statement 
was ordered.  Beyond these 
land issues lurked a wider 
range of concerns that the 
Keystone XL project would 
effectively increase green-
house gas emissions by en-
abling oil sands production 
growth.  The concerns sur-
rounding Keystone XL grew 
in tandem with the need for 
additional pipeline capacity, 
specifically pipeline capacity 
that would bypass the con-
gested Midwest and move 
heavy oil to the Gulf.

Combined growth in 
Canadian and North Dakota 
production severely con-
strained pipeline capacity 

11 Presidential permits are 
PCOSGPCBÐDMPÐAMLQRPSARGMLÐMDÐ
pipelines and facilities across 
the borders of Canada and 
Mexico. Originally under 
the President’s authority, 
Presidential permits for 
MGJÐNGNCJGLCQÐUCPCÐḾAG?JJWÐ
delegated to the Department of 
State in 1968. In 2004 President 
George W. Bush passed an 
executive order enacting a 
review process for Presidential 
Permits of oil pipelines.

12 See appendix for Keystone XL 
map.

13Ð 2FCÐ-E?JJ?J?Ð?OSGDCPÐAPMQQCQÐ
a total of eight U.S. states. 
The Sand Hills region is a 
combination of grass prairie 
and sand dunes stabilized 
by grass.  It covers over one 
OS?PRCPÐMDÐ,C@P?QI?�

14 See appendix for map of major 
Canadian pipelines to the U.S.

15 WTI is much lighter and 
sweeter (less sulfur) than 
heavy Canadian crude oil.  See 
appendix for more information 
on benchmarks and crude oil 
OS?JGRW�
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settling point for crude oil 
along Enbridge’s mainline 
route through the Midwest.  
This resulted in lower well-
head values for producers in 
Canada and North Dakota.  

Further down the pipe-
line, stocks of crude oil in 
Cushing, Oklahoma, a major 
storage hub for crude oil 
and settling point for paper 
contracts on the NYMEX 
(New York Mercantile Ex-
change), continued to rise 
with increasing flows of 
light sweet crude oil pro-
duction from the Niobrara 
and Permian Basin.16 By 
2011, Eagle Ford production 
was expanding and the Gulf 
Coast saw localized light 
sweet oil growth.  Mean-
while, Canadian crude oil 
imports into the U.S. contin-
ued to climb, saturating the 
Midwest.  There was little 
opportunity to move the 
crude oil to the Gulf Coast 
or elsewhere.  Discounts on 
WCS and Bakken crude oil 
persisted and demand for 
alternative oil transporta-
tion grew.  Rail transporta-
tion became an attractive 
alternative for producers, 
often in combination with 
pipeline and barge.  Crude 

oil by rail was more costly 
than pipeline, but it provided 
a flexible solution that of-
fered shippers the ability 
to move their crude oil to 
coastal markets and earn a 
higher price for their prod-
uct.  This allowed producers 
the opportunity to capture 
higher coastal prices, more 
closely linked to global oil 
prices or Brent, the interna-
tional benchmark for crude 
oil.17

0EF̮PàFKà-FMBIFKBà#ILTPà

As crude oil from Canada 
and the Bakken pressed its 
way into the Midwest (PADD 
2) , shipments via pipeline 
from the Gulf to the Midwest 
reversed.  Crude oil ship-
ments from the south (Gulf 
Coast) to the north (Mid-
west) have declined sub-
stantially while shipments 
from the north (Midwest) 
to the south (Gulf Coast) 
have risen.  The following 
figure shows the dramatic 
shift in oil transportation via 
pipeline from the Gulf Coast 
(PADD 3) to the Midwest 

16 Cushing is the delivery point for 
crude oil bought and sold on 
the NYMEX.  

17 See appendix for explanation 
MLÐAPSBCÐOS?JGRWÐ?LBÐ
benchmarks.

Source: EIA

Figure 11. Changes in Pipeline Flows from  
the Midwest to the Gulf Coast
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capacity.  Kinder Morgan’s 
Trans Mountain pipeline, 
which runs from Alberta 
to the British Colombia 
Coast, has a capacity of 
300,000 b/d and is currently 
full.  Spectra’s Platte line to 
Wood River, Illinois is also 
full at 280,000 b/d of capac-
ity.  TransCanada’s origi-
nal Keystone system from 
Alberta to Patoka, Illinois is 
at capacity at 580,000 b/d.  
Enbridge’s mainline system, 
which transports the ma-
jority of Canadian imports 
into the U.S., specifically 
the Midwest, has a name-
plate capacity of 2.5 mbd, 
but currently runs tightly at 
around 2 mbd.20

Out of these four pipe-
line systems, three have 
planned expansions: the 
northern leg of Keystone 
XL, which would add an 
additional 780,000 b/d of 
capacity and move heavy 
Canadian oil directly to the 
Gulf, avoiding the congested 
Midwest; the Trans Moun-
tain expansion, which would 
add an additional 500,000 
b/d to the British Colom-
bia Coast; and Enbridge’s 

(PADD 2).18 Shipments from 
the Gulf into the Midwest 
have dropped 500,000 b/d 
from 1.5 mbd in 2008 to un-
der 1 mbd in 2013.  Pipeline 
shipments from the Mid-
west to the Gulf Coast have 
risen from only 50,000 b/d 
in 2008 to over 380,000 b/d 
in 2013.

These large shifts in 
pipeline flows from the Gulf 
to the Midwest, along with 
the rise of rail and other 
alternative modes of trans-
portation, demonstrate both 
the constrained pipeline 
capacity and market satura-
tion of traditional pipeline 
destinations for Bakken and 
Canadian crude oil.  Pipe-
lines out of North Dakota 
have two options, north or 
east, both of which flow into 
Enbridge’s mainline bring-
ing crude into the Midwest, 
specifically Clearbrook, 
Minnesota (a chokepoint 
indicated on the maps at the 
end of this section in figure 
12).  The other option is to 
go south into True Compa-
nies’ system bringing crude 
oil into the Rockies, specifi-
cally Guernsey, Wyoming 

(another chokepoint indi-
cated on the following maps 
in figure 12).  Both of these 
markets are now saturated 
with domestic and Canadian 
crude oil. 

Limited Canadian Export 
Options and Planned 
Expansions

Canadian oil movements 
are similarly constrained; 
however, unlike Bakken 
crude oil, Canadian crude oil 
has yet to take full advan-
tage of rail opportunities.  
Rail loading facilities in 
Canada are rapidly coming 
online but limitations exist.  
There is a lack of heavy oil 
destination facilities which 
can offload viscous bitumen 
(which must be transported 
in heated rail cars).19 The 
existing transportation in-
frastructure to move Cana-
dian crude oil to U.S. mar-
kets via pipeline is now at 

18 PADD or Petroleum 
Administration Defense District 
PCDCPCLACQÐPC˿LGLEÐPCEGMLQÐ
DSPRFCPÐCVNJ?GLCBÐGLÐRFCÐPC˿LGLEÐ
section of this report.

19 Railing oil sands crude oil/
bitumen can be done in 
multiple ways, but one of the 
most economic ways would be 
to rail unit trains (over 100 cars) 
of straight bitumen (meaning 
there is little or no diluent 
PCOSGPCB
ÐRFSQÐASRRGLEÐAMQRQ��ÐÐ
2FGQÐPCOSGPCQÐ?ÐR?LIÐA?PÐRF?RÐ
can be heated.  In addition, the 
BCQRGL?RGML¦QÐM̂M?BGLEÐD?AGJGRWÐ
must have the ability to heat 
the bitumen in order to extract 
the crude from the tank cars.

20 Since the onset of the shale 
oil boom in 2008, throughputs 
in many pipelines have risen, 
depleting spare pipeline 
capacity.
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mainline system, currently 
undergoing multiple expan-
sion projects to bring ad-
ditional crude oil to eastern 
Canada and heavy barrels 
to the Gulf Coast.  

Enbridge’s planned 
Northern Gateway project, 
if approved, would move 
525,000 b/d of crude oil 
from Alberta to the coast of 
British Colombia for export.  
TransCanada’s recently 
proposed Energy East pro-
ject, a partial gas line con-
version, could move over 
1 mbd of crude oil to refin-
eries in eastern Canada.  
Should approval of Energy 
East be granted there would 
be potential to export crude 
oil from the coast of eastern 
Canada.  

The necessity of these 
pipeline projects and expan-
sions have become increas-
ingly clear given sustained 
growth in Canadian produc-
tion, constrained export 
options to the coasts, and 
RFCÐQS@QCOSCLRÐGKN?ARÐMLÐ
prices.

Illustrating the Bottlenecks 

The maps below dem-
onstrate how the dramatic 
shifts in the flow of U.S. and 
Canadian crude oil have cre-
ated multiple pipeline bot-
tlenecks and chokepoints 

across the United States.  
These choke points devel-
oped largely as a result of 
increased throughput in ex-
isting pipelines and result-
ing storage build-ups.  They 
?PCÐRFCÐOSGLRCQQCLRG?JÐ@MR-
tleneck: multiple avenues of 
crude oil flowing into a cen-
tral point with a congested 
outlet.  A system once 
designed to move oil north 
has been trying to send it 
south.   The Williston Ba-
sin (comprised of western 
North Dakota, eastern Mon-
tana, and northern South 
Dakota), home of the Bak-
ken formation, has never 
been a significant produc-
ing center or refining hub 
so major pipelines never 
existed to export or import 
crude oil to the region.  As 
Bakken production rose, 
new pipeline capacity had to 
be built to get the oil out of 
North Dakota and Montana.  
However, this new capac-
ity simply fed into a larger 
system of existing, outdated 
capacity.  Along with rising 
Canadian imports, the surge 
in Bakken production con-
tributed to the development 
of chokepoints in Guernsey, 
Wyoming and Clearbrook, 
Minnesota.  

Oil from Wyoming and 
+GLLCQMR?ÐQS@QCOSCLR-
ly flowed into Cushing, 

Oklahoma along with crude 
oil from the Niobrara in 
Colorado and the Permian 
Basin in western Texas 
and southern New Mexico.  
Stocks built up in Cushing 
with limited outbound ca-
pacity.  Today, new pipelines 
are coming online to debot-
tleneck Cushing, sending 
millions of barrels each day 
to the Gulf Coast.  While 
this helps to alleviate the 
buildup in Cushing, the Gulf 
Coast is experiencing an 
influx of light sweet crude 
oil via pipeline in addi-
tion to surging Eagle Ford 
production. 
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Source: EPRINC Maps using ArcGIS and Hart Energy data

Figure 12. EPRINC Choke Point Maps
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P ricing dislocations 
are indicative of the 
regional imbalances 
in crude oil mar-

kets.  When a storage hub, 
such as Cushing, becomes 
crowded and inventories rise 
above historical norms, it is 
a signal that supply at that 
hub is stronger than demand.  
Regional imbalances create 
regional pricing discrepan-
AGCQ
ÐGLÐRSPLÐ?˾CARGLEÐQSNNJGCPÐ
and consumer behavior.   

The relative oversup-
ply of crude oil in Cush-
ing, Clearbrook, and other 
clearing points drove prices 
down in those markets rela-
tive to prices on the coasts 
where markets were more 
@?J?LACB�ÐÐ*MA?JÐPC˿LCP-
ies with pipeline access to 
these discounted crude oils 
OSGAIJWÐ?B?NRCBÐRMÐRFCÐLCUÐ
pricing structure, purchasing 
as much discounted Bakken 
and Canadian crude oil as 
their capacity allowed.  As 
NPMBSARGMLÐPMQC
ÐJMA?JÐPC˿L-
ing capacity became fully 
saturated and stockpiles 
continued to build, putting 
further downward pressure 
on mid-continent crude oil 
prices.  These discounts did 
not go unnoticed.  They were 
large enough to justify the 

higher costs associated with 
crude by rail shipments from 
North Dakota to the East, 
West, and Gulf Coasts, where 
prices were set by the more 
costly Brent benchmark, al-
lowing producers and ship-
pers to share the remaining 
arbitrage.   

Despite the recent nar-
rowing of the WTI Brent 
spread, mid-continent dis-
counts have remained suf-
˿AGCLRÐCLMSEFÐRMÐHSQRGDWÐKMQRÐ
crude by rail shipments.  
Crude by rail shipments 
would have become uneco-
nomic had mid-continent 
discounts narrowed too far.  
But a halt to rail shipments 
would have caused invento-
ries to rebuild and spreads to 

reopen, incentivizing a return 
to rail shipments.    

Cushing, Oklahoma

Rising U.S. and Canadian 
production faced limited 
outlets to market.  Stocks in 
Cushing, Oklahoma rose as 
new crude oil supplies made 
their way through existing 
pipeline systems, many of 
which settled in Cushing.  Be-
cause few pipelines systems 
existed to move crude oil out 
of Cushing and into major 
PC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQ
Ð52'ÐNPGACQÐ
began to discount from glob-
al Brent prices.  Up until the 
end of 2010, the WTI Brent 
BG˾CPCLRG?JÐPMQCÐ?LBÐDCJJÐUGRFÐ
Cushing stocks, historically 

#FDROBà��à41&à OBKQà"F̩BOBKQF>Ià>KAà!RPEFKDà0QL@HPà
(excluding Strategic Petroleum Reserve)

Price Dislocations

Source: EIA
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were largely responsible for 
RFCÐ52'Ð PCLRÐBG˾CPCLRG?J¦QÐ
peak of $28 in September of 
2011.

As U.S. production and 
Canadian imports rose, the 
BG˾CPCLRG?JÐMNCLCBÐSN�Ð?QÐ
more capacity came online 
to move crude oil to pro-
cessing centers and reduce 
AMLECQRGML
ÐRFCÐBG˾CPCLRG?JÐ
narrowed.  Other factors can 
?JQMÐ?˾CARÐRFCÐ52'Ð PCLRÐ
spread, for example a pro-
duction curtailment in Cana-
da can act to ease congestion 
and narrow the WTI Brent 
BG˾CPCLRG?JÐ?QÐQCCLÐGLÐPCACLRÐ
months.  Floods in Alberta 
over the summer took large 
TMJSKCQÐMDÐNPMBSARGMLÐM̂GLCÐ
and as a result U.S. process-
ing centers drew down do-
mestic stocks to supplant 
Canadian imports.  

Figure 15 shows the re-
lationship between the rise 
in Canadian imports and the 
opening of the WTI Brent 
BG˾CPCLRG?J�ÐÐÐ�QÐNGNCJGLCÐGL-
frastructure in the Midwest 
@CA?KCÐAMLQRP?GLCBÐ?LBÐPC˿L-
eries in the Midwest became 
awash with crude oil, the WTI 
 PCLRÐBG˾CPCLRG?JÐPMQC�Ð

Discounts Across North 
America

Local discounts in pro-
ducing regions opened up 

a proxy for measuring the 
degree of congestion.  This 
congestion occurred because 
Cushing did not have the out-
bound infrastructure capacity 
PCOSGPCBÐRMÐKMTCÐRFCQCÐLCUÐ
oil supplies to market, nor 
?BCOS?RCÐQRMP?ECÐD?AGJGRGCQ�ÐÐ
In recent years new storage 
facilities have been con-
structed, but this largely kept 
an already congested choke-
point from getting worse 
as production continued to 
increase, Canadian imports 
rose, and light sweet barrels 
made their way to Cushing.  

In 2011 stocks of crude 
oil in Cushing began to de-
crease, but the WTI Brent dif-
ferential continued to widen.  
Rail transportation played 
a direct role in decreasing 
crude oil stocks in Cush-
ing.  Shipping crude by rail 
allowed production, other-
wise destined for Cushing, 

to be sent directly to the 
West, Gulf, and East Coasts.  
However, rail alone could 
not solve the rise of the WTI 
 PCLRÐBG˾CPCLRG?JÐQRCKKGLEÐ
from Cushing.  New pipeline 
capacity needed to be built to 
either move inbound Cushing 
supplies to the Gulf or avert 
inbound volumes directly to 
another market.  The recent 
narrowing of the WTI Brent 
BG˾CPCLRG?JÐGQÐN?PRG?JJWÐPC̀CA-
tive of new pipeline capacity 
coming online.  In the second 
OS?PRCPÐMDÐ����ÐMTCPÐ���
���Ð
b/d of pipeline capacity was 
made available to move Per-
mian Basin crude oil directly 
to the Gulf, volumes which 
had been previously destined 
for Cushing, Oklahoma.

�QÐQFMULÐGLÐ˿ESPCÐ��
Ð
a combination of domestic 
supply growth, rising Cana-
dian imports, and constraints 
in existing pipeline capacity 

Source: EIA

#FDROBà��à41&à OBKQà"F̩BOBKQF>I�à20à!ORABà,FIà
Production, and U.S. Imports of Canadian Crude Oil
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as the WTI Brent spread 
grew.  Canadian and Bak-
ken crude oil received sub-
QR?LRG?JÐBGQAMSLRQÐM˾Ð52'Ð?QÐ
PGQGLEÐTMJSKCQÐMDÐMGJÐ̀MUCBÐ
into Clearbrook, Minne-
sota.  In February of 2012, 
the Bakken discount from 
WTI at Clearbrook hit $20 
and surpassed $10 again the 
following June.  Discounts 
in Clearbrook were not only 
caused by increasing Bakken 
production and rising Cana-
BG?LÐGKNMPRQ
Ð@SRÐ?JQMÐPC˿L-
ery outages in the Midwest 
and pipeline maintenance. 
These issues help point to-
wards the larger constraint: 
an extremely tight and limit-
ed pipeline system unable to 
?BHSQRÐRMÐQGELG˿A?LRÐNPMBSA-
tion increases.

Deterioration in well-
head values (discounts from 
Brent and WTI) is common 
throughout many of the 
new producing regions, not 
only Canada and North Da-
kota. These discounts have 
incentivized producers to 
seek alternative methods 
for shipping crude oil, al-
lowing their production to 
reach markets with higher 
prices.  In some cases pipe-
line capacity was available, 
@SRÐU?QÐLMRÐ?BCOS?RCÐRMÐ
move crude oil to the high-
est value markets.  Send-
ing crude oil via pipeline to 

Clearbrook meant receiving 
?ÐJ?PECÐBGQAMSLRÐM˾Ð52'Ð�?LBÐ
Brent).  Sending crude oil 
toward Cushing meant get-
ting prices closer to WTI, but 
QRGJJÐ?RÐ?ÐQGELG˿A?LRÐBGQAMSLR�ÐÐ
Transporting crude oil to the 
coasts via rail and barge to 
earn Brent (the international 
benchmark and price of 
waterborne imports into the 
U.S.) prices generated the 
highest returns.  The cost to 
ship crude by rail from North 
Dakota to the East and West 
Coasts vary, but are esti-
mated between $10 and $15 
(including base rail costs, 
tank car leasing, and load-
ing and unloading fees).  The 
ASPPCLRÐBG˾CPCLRG?JQ
ÐUFGJCÐ
narrow, still support most 
rail movements.  Shippers 
are willing to pay more for 

the transportation of crude 
oil if it means getting it to a 
higher value market, thus 
ensuring a higher netback.21 
Producers may also be will-
ing to pay more in a narrow-
er discount environment to 
CLQSPCÐK?PICRÐ̀CVG@GJGRW�ÐÐ

Figure 16 shows the dif-
ference in prices between 
Brent, WTI, North Dakota 
Light Sweet (Bakken), and 
Western Canadian Select.  
Figure 17 illustrates recent 
PCEGML?JÐNPGACÐBG˾CPCLACQÐ
across North America.  No-
RGACÐRFCÐJ?PECÐBG˾CPCLRG?JQÐ

#FDROBà��à41&à OBKQà"F̩BOBKQF>I�à*FATBPQà&JMLOQPà
from Canada, and U.S. Imports from Canada

Source: EIA

21Ð �ÐLCR@?AIÐGQÐRFCÐLCRÐNPM˿RÐ
received from the sale of crude 
oil.  It is the receiving price of 
the crude oil and associated 
products minus the total costs 
of moving the crude oil to 
market. 
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between Bakken and Brent 
prices as well as WCS and 
Brent prices.  While the dif-
ferential between WTI and 
Brent has narrowed, the 
price spreads between the 
producing regions and Brent 
still warrant more expensive 
rail shipments.

Canadian Crude Oil 
Discounts

Canadian oil production 
has also been subject to 
steep discounts due to mar-
ket limiting transportation 
constraints.  However, Cana-
dian producers do not have 
access to the same level of 
RP?LQNMPR?RGMLÐ̀CVG@GJGRWÐ3�1�Ð
producers have utilized to 
circumvent price discounts.  
For the most part, the only 
available destination for 
growing Canadian crude oil 
production is the saturated 
Midwestern United States.  
Of the current 2.5 mbd be-
ing exported to the U.S., only 
���
���Ð@BÐ�MLCÐ˿̃F�ÐPC?AFÐ
the U.S. Gulf, West, or East 
Coasts.  This means 2 mbd 
must be sent through the ex-
isting pipeline network into 
the Midwest and the Rock-
ies; leaving Canadian pro-
ducers with no alternatives 
to a $30 discount to WTI (and 
an even greater discount 
compared to global crude oil 

Source: EIA, Flint Hills Resources, Baytex

#FDROBà��à-OF@Bà"F̩BOBKQF>IPà?BQTBBKà41&�à OBKQ�à
Bakken, and WCS

Figure 17. Geographic Pricing Disparities

Source: AFPM Map; Bloomberg Brent and WTI prices; Midland, Clearbrook, 
LLS (estimates); North Dakota, Wyoming, DJ from Flint Hills and 

estimates, Canadian assumptions and estimates (Bloomberg)

Price Dislocations
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prices).22

About 1 mbd of the crude 
oil sent to the U.S. from 
Canada is blended bitumen, 
similar to heavy crude oil.  
Assuming no transportation 
bottlenecks, like grades of 
crude oil should be valued 
similarly.  Recent data from 
the Energy Information Ad-
ministration (EIA) for 2013 
shows that the average land-
ed cost of Canadian crude 
is $81.26 while the average 
landed cost of Venezuelan 
APSBCÐGQÐ������
Ð?ÐBG˾CPCLACÐ
of $18.63.  Most of this dif-
ference is attributable to 
transportation bottlenecks 
and market saturation in the 
Midwest (PADD 2) and Rock-
GCQÐ�.�""Ð'4��ÐÐ�QÐ˿ESPCÐ��Ð
indicates, this discount has 
widened substantially in the 
past three years.  

In 2007, just before the 
onset of the shale boom, 
Canadian producers enjoyed 
pipeline redundancy and op-
tionality (exports to the U.S. 
UCPCÐMLJWÐ���ÐK@B��ÐRFCÐBG˾CP-
ence in landed costs for Ven-
ezuelan and Canadian crude 
oil was only $5.75.  Most 
Venezuelan and Mexican 
crude oil purchased in the 
U.S is in the form of heavy 
crude oil imported into the 
Gulf via tanker, therefore the 
NPGACÐBG˾CPCLACÐMDÐ���ÐBMCQÐ
not represent the discount of 
heavy crude oil compared to 
FGEFCPÐOS?JGRWÐJGEFRÐQUCCRÐMGJ
Ð
but rather substantial trans-
portation and market satura-
tion discounts.23 For example, 
the average landed cost for 
Nigerian crude oil, a pre-
mium light sweet crude oil, is 
$113.42 compared to $99.89 

for Venezuelan crude oil, a 
������ÐNPGACÐBG˾CPCLAC�ÐÐ2FGQÐ
BG˾CPCLACÐGLÐNPGACÐPC̀CARQÐRFCÐ
JGEFRÐFC?TWÐBG˾CPCLRG?J�Ð!?L?-
dian crude oil is discounted 
by over $30 per barrel com-
pared to light sweet Nigerian 
crude oil. Transportation con-
straints are responsible for 
two thirds of this discount. 

Figure 18. U.S. Landed Costs of Crude Oil by Country24

Source: EIA

22 Western Canadian Select 
(WCS) was -$25 to WTI as of 
September 12th 2013.  (WSC 
$83, WTI $108, Brent $112).  
WCS is the benchmark for 
heavy Canadian crude from the 
oil sands (typically produced 
by in situ methods and sent 
to the U.S. via pipeline with 
condensate).

23 The average API gravity of 
Venezuelan heavy crude oil is 
24.  The average API gravity 
of the heavy crude oil from 
the Canadian oil sands is 
22 (blended bitumen). See 
Appendix for further discussion 
MLÐAPSBCÐMGJÐOS?JGRWÐ?LBÐ
benchmarks

24  “The dollar per barrel price 
of crude oil at the port of 
discharge.  Includes all charges 
associated with the purchase, 
transportation, and insuring 
of a cargo from the purchase 
point to the port of discharge.  
Does not include charges 
incurred at the discharge 
NMPRÐ�C�E�
ÐGKNMPRÐR?PG˾QÐMPÐ
fees, wharfage charges, and 
demurrage).”  EIA

Price Dislocations
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RMÐAPSBCÐMGJÐQSNNJGCQ�ÐÐÐ1NCAG˿AÐ
grades of crude oil must move 
ĆAGCLRJWÐRMÐK?HMPÐPC˿LCPWÐ
markets that are geared to 
process those types of crude 
oil.  Major pipeline projects 
such as Keystone XL would 
move heavy Canadian crude 
MGJÐRMÐRFCÐ%SJDÐ!M?QR
Ð?ÐPC˿LCPWÐ
district built to process heavy 
crude oil.  Several expan-
sion projects by Enbridge are 
planning to move light sweet 
Bakken crude oil to eastern 
!?L?BG?LÐPC˿LCPGCQ
ÐEC?PCBÐ
to process a lighter crude oil 
slate.

domestic (and to a lesser 
extent Canadian) crude oil, 
shipping it to their facilities 
by rail.  Rail has enabled light 
sweet Bakken crude oil to get 
to its natural market along the 
East Coast, but additional in-
frastructure needs to be built 
to allow for further produc-
tion growth in both the U.S. 
and Canada. North American 
production growth can be 
improved if new crude oil 
supplies have access to trans-
portation infrastructure that 
permits production to reach 
PC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐUCJJÐK?RAFCBÐ

R ising volumes of 
crude oil from the 
U.S. and Canada 
have changed North 

America’s crude oil disposi-
RGML�ÐÐ0C˿LCPGCQÐGLÐACLRP?JÐ
U.S. and Canada are now 
processing only Canadian and 
domestic crude oil.  These 
processing centers have 
reached saturation and can-
not process additional vol-
umes of Canadian or domestic 
crude oil.  Moderate upgrades 
and expansions can be made, 
but would do little to solve 
the larger market saturation 
issue.  Infrastructure must 
be built to move these light 
sweet and heavy oil barrels 
out of the producing centers 
?LBÐRMÐRFCÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐ
with spare capacity to pro-
cess those respective types 
MDÐAPSBCÐMGJ�ÐÐ0C˿LCPGCQÐGLÐRFCÐ
Rockies and the Midwest have 
@CCLÐRFCÐNPGKCÐ@CLC˿AG?PGCQÐ
of discounted crude oils, but 
CAMLMKGAÐ@CLC˿RQÐKSQRÐ@CÐ
widespread for the long-term 
sustainability of the petroleum 
renaissance.

0C˿LCPGCQÐMLÐRFCÐ5CQRÐ
Coast and the East Coast have 
begun purchasing discounted 

0C̆LCPGCQ�Ñ3LBCPQR?LBGLEÑ!PSBCÑ-GJÑ2WNCQÑ
and Destinations

#FDROBà��à!LHFKDà!>M>@FQV�à/B̪KFKDà!>M>@FQV�à
>KAà,MBO>QFKDà/B̪KBOFBPà?Và-�""

Source: EIA

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR
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4EF@Eà/B̪KBOVà"FPQOF@QPà
Want the Heavy Crude Oil 
and Which Want the Light 
Crude Oil?

Not all oil is created alike 
?LBÐBG˾CPCLRÐPC˿LCPGCQÐF?TCÐ
BG˾CPCLRÐ?NNCRGRCQÐDMPÐAPSBCÐ
MGJ�ÐÐ5FGJCÐPC˿LGLEÐGQÐ?LÐCV-
tremely complicated process, 
NSRÐQGKNJW
ÐPC˿LCPGCQÐUGRFÐ
coking capacity have the abil-
ity to process heavy crude 
MGJ�ÐÐ�ÐAMICPÐ?JJMUQÐ?ÐPC˿LCPWÐ
to process and upgrade the 
heavier, bottom of the barrel, 
components in heavy crude 
oil into more valuable light 
products.  Figure 19 indi-
A?RCQÐPC˿LGLEÐA?N?AGRWÐGLÐ@JSCÐ
(operable atmospheric crude 
distillation capacity) and the 
coking or heavy process-
ing capability in red (thermal 
cracking coking capacity) for 
C?AFÐPC˿LGLEÐPCEGMLÐGLÐRFCÐ
U.S.25

$GESPCÐ��ÐMPE?LGXCQÐPC˿L-
ing regions into PADDs (Pe-
troleum Administration De-
fense Districts)26  and shows 
UFCPCÐC?AFÐPC˿LCPWÐ 

is located.

PADD 1 – East Coast 
/B̪KBOFBP

The East Coast (PADD 1) 
historically imported light 
sweet crude oil from Africa 
and the Middle East.  These 
PC˿LCPGCQ
ÐDMPÐRFCÐKMQRÐN?PR
Ð
are less complex and de-
signed to process largely 
light and medium crude oils 
with few inherent “bottom 
of the barrel” components.  
-LJWÐMLCÐPC˿LCPWÐMLÐRFCÐ#?QRÐ
Coast has a coker and it is 
currently receiving heavy 
Canadian crude oil via rail.  

#?QRÐ!M?QRÐPC˿LCPGCQÐF?TCÐ
historically been character-
ized by low margins and high 
MGJÐ?AOSGQGRGMLÐAMQRQ�ÐÐ2FCWÐ
also face competition from 
European gasoline exports 
(European dieselization poli-
AGCQÐF?TCÐJC̃ÐRFCÐAMLRGLCLRÐ
with a gasoline surplus).  
Over the past decade, several 
PC˿LCPGCQÐMLÐRFCÐ#?QRÐ!M?QRÐ
have either been closed or 
put up for sale.  Several of 
RFCQCÐPC˿LCPGCQÐF?TCÐ@CCLÐ
?AOSGPCBÐ@WÐLCUÐMULCPQÐ

Figure 20. Petroleum Administration Defense 
Districts (PADDs)

Source: AFPM

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

25 Coking capacity is not direct 
representation of heavy crude oil 
processing capacity, rather an 
indication of the region’s ability to 
process heavy crude oil.

26 PADD or Petroleum 
Administration Defense District 
is a carryover term from WWII 
used to designate and organize 
areas for fuel usage.
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Venezuelan heavy crude 
oil.   The Gulf Coast has the 
majority of the United States’ 
cokers (and over 8 mbd of 
RMR?JÐPC˿LGLEÐA?N?AGRW�
ÐWCRÐ
receives only 118,000 b/d of 
Canadian crude oil.  Projects 
such as Keystone XL and 
Enbridge’s Seaway expan-
sion are vital to bringing 
heavy Canadian oil directly to 
the Gulf, helping to alleviate 
steep discounts on Canadian 
crude oil by debottlenecking 
the Midwest and replacing 
declining volumes of Vene-
zuelan and Mexican imports, 
the primary heavy crude oils 
imported into the Gulf, both 
MDÐUFGAFÐ?PCÐQS˾CPGLEÐDPMKÐ
production declines.

In 2008, before the resur-
gence of the Permian Basin 
and the discovery of the Ea-
gle Ford, Bakken producers 
began railing oil to St. James, 
Louisiana to seek relief from 
rising price discounts in 
North Dakota.  As rail activ-
ity out of the Bakken prolif-
erated, more crude oil was 
sent to St. James where the 
LCACQQ?PWÐM̂M?BGLEÐA?N?A-
GRWÐ?LBÐGLDP?QRPSARSPCÐOSGAIJWÐ
developed.   Today the Gulf 
Coast is almost entirely satu-
rated with light sweet crude 
oil.  It is expected that before 
the end of 2013 all light sweet 
imports into the Gulf Coast 
will cease, notwithstanding 

crude oil.  PADD 2 has a sig-
LG˿A?LRÐ?KMSLRÐMDÐAMIGLEÐA?-
N?AGRWÐ?LBÐPC˿LCQÐ@MRFÐFC?TWÐ
blended bitumen from Cana-
da as well as upgraded bitu-
men in the form of synthetic 
crude oil.28Ð�BBGRGML?JÐPC˿LCPWÐ
upgrades set to come online 
in the next three years will 
add to PADD 2’s coking ca-
pacity.  These upgrades will 
CL?@JCÐPC˿LCPQÐRMÐNPMACQQÐ
additional volumes of heavy 
crude oil, but will displace up 
to 500,000 b/d of current light 
sweet processing, further 
incentivizing light sweet Bak-
ken crude oil to move to the 
East Coast and West Coast, 
most likely via rail.

PADD 3 – Gulf Coast 
/B̪KBOFBP

The Gulf Coast has one 
of the most sophisticated 
?LBÐAMKNJCVÐPC˿LGLEÐACLR-
ers in the world, capable of 
processing heavy, viscous 
crude oils such as Canadian 
bitumen, Mexican Maya, and 

and have avoided closure by 
supplanting expensive for-
eign imports with discounted 
Bakken crude oil via rail and 
barge.  Bakken crude oil is 
well suited for East Coast 
PC˿LCPGCQÐ@CA?SQCÐGRÐGQÐJGEFRÐ
and sweet and similar in 
OS?JGRWÐRMÐGKNMPRQÐDPMKÐ,MPRFÐ
Africa and the Middle East.  
The East Coast will remain 
a prime market for Bakken 
crude oil along with the West 
Coast, due to inland and Gulf 
Coast light sweet crude oil 
market saturation.  

PADD 2 – Midwest 
/B̪KBOFBP

Since 2008, the Midwest 
(PADD 2) has been the pri-
mary destination for rising 
output from the Canadian 
oil sands as well as Bak-
ken crude oil.  Almost all 
foreign imports into the 
Midwest are from Canada.27 
These supplies have been 
FC?TGJWÐBGQAMSLRCB
ÐPC̀CAR-
ing limited opportunities to 
move the crude oil to higher 
value destinations (thereby 
increasing demand and com-
petition for these crude oils).  
+?LWÐMDÐRFCQCÐPC˿LCPGCQÐF?TCÐ
invested heavily in upgrades 
in order to process additional 
volumes of heavy Canadian 

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

27 Only 30,000 b/d are from Saudi 
Arabia.

28Ð 1WLRFCRGAÐAPSBCÐMGJÐ�M̃CLÐ
referred to as SCO or Syncrude) 
is mined oil sands crude that 
is upgraded into lighter crude.  
It typically trades at a $1 to $3 
premium to WTI.  It is similar 
GLÐOS?JGRWÐRMÐJGEFRÐMPÐKCBGSKÐ
APSBCÐMGJÐ?LBÐGRÐGQÐTCPWÐ̀CVG@JCÐ
GLÐ?ÐPC˿LCPW�ÐÐ'RÐ?JQMÐF?QÐ
high distillate yields.  Please 
see EPRINC’s primer of the 
Canadian oil sands
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contractual obligations.  
1MKCÐPC˿LCPGCQÐGLÐRFCÐ%SJDÐ
have retooled to take in 
more light sweet crude oil 
than originally designed, but 
the limit has nearly been 
reached. Demand will no 
longer exist for additional 
light sweet Bakken barrels 
as production from the Eagle 
Ford continues to increase 
?LBÐNGNCJGLCÐ̀MUQÐDPMKÐUCQRÐ
Texas (Permian Basin bar-
rels) continue to rise.

PADD 4 – Rockies 
/B̪KBOFBP

Similar to the Midwest, 
the Rockies (PADD 4) have 
been the destination market 
for large volumes of light 
sweet domestic production 
and surging Canadian im-
ports (both heavy as well as 
synthetic crude oil).  These 
PC˿LCPGCQÐF?TCÐCLHMWCBÐFGEF-
er margins from discounted 
Canadian and domestic crude 
oil.  Much like the Midwest, 
PC˿LCPGCQÐGLÐRFCÐ0MAIGCQÐ?PCÐ
fully supplied with North 
American crude oil.  Unless 
RFCQCÐPC˿LCPGCQÐSLBCPEMÐQGE-
LG˿A?LRÐSNEP?BCQÐ?LBÐCVN?L-
sions, no additional volumes 

of either domestic or Canadi-
an crude oil can be processed 
in PADD 4.29 Because Guern-
sey, Wyoming is a major des-
tination for Bakken crude oil 
as well as Canadian crude oil, 
several rail projects near this 
destination hub have been 
announced over the course of 
the year.  These projects may 
M˾CPÐ?LÐMSRJCRÐDMPÐBMKCQRGAÐ
and Canadian crude oil to the 
West and Gulf Coasts via rail.

PADD 5 – West Coast 
/B̪KBOFBP

!?JGDMPLG?ÐPC˿LCPGCQÐF?TCÐ
historically processed heavy 
crude oil from local produc-
tion and Alaskan crude oil 
shipped by pipeline (Trans-
Alaska Pipeline through-
put has been on a steady 
decline).  As both sources 
decline, waterborne imports 
into California from Colom-
bia, Saudi Arabia, and Russia 
have increased.  Washington, 
unlike California, is con-
nected by pipeline to Canada 
?LBÐGRQÐPC˿LCPGCQÐPCACGTCÐ
heavy and synthetic crude oil 
from Canada.  Washington’s 
proximity to North Dakota 
has also enabled it to access 
Bakken crude oil at com-
petitive prices through rail 
shipments. 

2FCÐRCAFLGA?JÐAML˿ESP?-
RGMLÐMDÐ!?JGDMPLG?ÐPC˿LCPGCQÐ

is well suited for process-
ing heavy Canadian barrels; 
however, there is consider-
able uncertainty on whether 
regulatory initiatives in Cali-
fornia will permit the pro-
cessing of additional Cana-
dian heavy crude oil volumes.  
California’s Low Carbon Fuel 
Standard (LCFS) may pro-
hibit (or make too costly) the 
processing of higher volumes 
of heavy Canadian oil given 
regulatory constraints on 
lifecycle emissions from Ca-
nadian oil sands production.  
Furthermore, infrastructure 
to move large volumes of 
Canadian oil to California 
PC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐGQÐJ?AIGLE�ÐÐ
1MKCÐPC˿LCPQÐGLÐ!?JGDMPLG?Ð
are looking to receive Bakken 
oil via rail, but have yet to ob-
tain the necessary permits to 
build rail facilities to receive 
RFCÐAPSBCÐMGJ�Ð1MKCÐPC˿LCP-
ies are currently receiving 
volumes via rail. Waterborne 
shipments remain a poten-
RG?JÐAMQR�C˾CARGTCÐMNRGMLÐDMPÐ
moving additional Cana-
dian supplies to California. 
However, Canadian produc-
RGMLÐDPMKÐ�J@CPR?ÐKSQRÐ˿PQRÐ
reach a deep-water port.  
Transportation solutions for 
moving Albertan production 

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

29 Only domestic and Canadian 
crude oil are processed in 
PADD 4.  See Appendix for total 
imports vs. Canadian imports 
by PADD.
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in the RACs for both the 
Rockies (PADD 4) and the 
Midwest (PADD 2).
Medium Crude Oil Grades 
and the Need for Blending

Figure 22 shows the av-
CP?ECÐMGJÐOS?JGRWÐAMLQSKCBÐ
@WÐC?AFÐPC˿LGLEÐPCEGMLÐGLÐ
2012.30  The Gulf Coast and 
the West Coast both re-
˿LCÐFC?TGCPÐ?LBÐKMPCÐQMSPÐ
crudes than the other three 
PC˿LGLEÐBGQRPGARQ�ÐÐ&MUCTCP
Ð
the Gulf Coast’s average API 
EP?TGRWÐDMPÐ����ÐU?QÐQGELG˿-
cantly higher than the West 
!M?QR�ÐÐ2FCQCÐBG˾CPCLACQÐGLÐ
crude oil gravity illustrate the 
GL̀SVÐMDÐJGEFRÐQUCCRÐMGJÐ@C-
GLEÐPC˿LCBÐGLÐRFCÐ%SJDÐ!M?QR�ÐÐ
.�""Ð�Ð�RFCÐ0MAIGCQ�ÐGQÐPC˿L-
ing both light sweet crude 
oil produced domestically 
as well as heavier and more 
sour crude oils from Canada.  
2FGQÐGQÐPC̀CARCBÐGLÐRFCÐFGEFCPÐ
API gravity (indicating lighter 
oils) and the higher sulfur 
content (indicating more sour 
oils).  It is also important to 
note that on average, the U.S. 
APSBCÐMGJÐPC˿LGLEÐQJ?RCÐGQÐLMRÐ
overly heavy or overly light, 

crude oil feedstock in each 
region.  In recent months, 
RACs in PADDs 1, 3, and 5 
have converged.  This has 
@CLC˿RRCBÐPC˿LCPGCQÐGLÐ.�""Ð
I which have historically had 
the highest RAC among U.S. 
PC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQ
ÐGKNMPRGLEÐ
almost all of their crude oil 
from North Africa and the 
Middle East.  The compos-
ite RAC shown below is the 
average RAC for both domes-
tic and foreign barrels.  The 
coasts are seeing slightly 
lower RACs than in the past 
?QÐKMPCÐPC˿LCPGCQÐE?GLÐ?A-
cess to domestic oil produc-
tion, but their purchasing 
discounts are far less than 
their inland peers.  The price 
discounts for both domestic 
and Canadian oil are evident 

to deep-water ports on the 
West Coast of Canada also 
face opposition.  Although 
several proposals are un-
derway to move crude oil 
production from Alberta to 
West Coast ports, British Co-
lumbia has resisted pipeline 
construction and additional 
R?LICPÐRP?́AÐ?JMLEÐRFCÐAM?QR�Ð
Another alternative would be 
to transport rail shipments 
DPMKÐ5?QFGLERMLÐRMÐPC˿LCP-
ies along the West Coast via 
barge (for both Bakken and 
!?L?BG?LÐAPSBCÐMGJÐRMÐPC˿LCP-
ies in California). 

Costs Per Barrel by 
/B̪KBOVà"FPQOF@Q

0C˿LCPWÐ�AOSGQGRGMLÐ!MQRQÐ
(RAC) by PADD show the per 
@?PPCJÐ?AOSGQGRGMLÐAMQRÐMDÐ

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

#FDROBà��à!LJMLPFQBà/B̪KBOVà�@NRFPFQFLKà!LPQà?Và-�""

Source: EIA

30 A higher API gravity number 
indicates a lighter crude oil 
whereas a lower API gravity 
number indicates a heavier 
crude oil.  The higher the sulfur 
percentage the more sour the 
crude oil and the lower the 
sulfur percentage the sweeter 
the crude oil.
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it is medium sour.  The aver-
age API gravity for the U.S. in 
2012 was 31 degrees with a 
1.41 percentage of sulfur.  The 
average API gravity on the 
East Coast for 2012 was 33 
degrees; in comparison, light 
sweet Bakken crude oil has 
an API gravity of around 46 
degrees.  While 33 degrees 
is a relatively light-medium 
crude oil, Bakken crude oil at 
46 degrees is extremely light.

�ÐQGELG˿A?LRÐ?KMSLRÐMDÐ
medium and medium sour 
APSBCÐGQÐPC˿LCBÐGLÐRFCÐ3LGRCBÐ
1R?RCQ�ÐÐ,MRÐCTCPWÐPC˿LCPWÐ
runs just heavy crude oil or 
just light crude oil; rather 
PC˿LCPGCQÐ?PCÐAML˿ESPCBÐRMÐ
NPMACQQÐBG˾CPCLRÐ?LBÐ@JCLBCBÐ
crude slates.  Sending heavy 
Canadian crude oil to the 
West and Gulf Coasts and 

sending light sweet Bakken 
crude oil the East Coast will 
FCJNÐK?RAFÐPC˿LCPGCQÐRMÐRFCGPÐ
desired crude types, but it 
will not solve the problem 
entirely. 

Given the current rise in 
production of both domestic 
and Canadian crude oil, re-
˿LCPWÐDCCBQRMAIÐAMKNMQGRGMLÐ
is diverging into a bifurcated 
slate of extremely light sweet 
crude oil and heavy sour 
crude oil.31 Surging produc-
tion from both ends of the 
crude oil spectrum has cre-
?RCBÐ?Ð£BSK@@CJJ¤ÐC˾CARÐDMPÐ
PC˿LCPGCQ�ÐÐ CA?SQCÐK?LWÐ
PC˿LCPGCQÐ?PCÐRMMJCBÐRMÐPSLÐ
an overall medium grade 
oil, blending must occur to 

displace medium and me-
dium sour imports on the 
coasts.  This will enable 
these regions to process 
additional volumes of both 
light and heavy crude oil.  
Blending is not new to the 
industry, but it is becoming 
more widespread and can 
be done by a third party or 
@WÐRFCÐPC˿LCPGCQÐRFCKQCJTCQÐ
(with the necessary infra-
structure).  As this dumbbell 
C˾CARÐ@CAMKCQÐCV?ACP@?RCB
Ð
blending will become more 
important.     

1GLACÐ����
Ð3�1�ÐPC˿LCPGCQÐ
have enjoyed higher operat-
ing margins by gaining access 
to discounted domestic crude 
oil barrels and increasing 
utilization rates by expand-
ing exports of middle distil-
lates (diesel) and other re-
˿LCBÐNPMBSARQ�32 To meet the 
desired production levels of 
KGBBJCÐBGQRGJJ?RCQ
ÐPC˿LCPQÐUGJJÐ
have to adjust their crude oil 
QJ?RCÐ?LBÐRFCGPÐPC˿LCPWÐMNCP?-
tions to produce a product 
slate that properly balances 
declining demand for gasoline 
and rising demand for distil-
late. Heavy crude oil has the 

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

Figure 22. API Gravity and Sulfur Content 
by PADD for 2012

Source: EIA

32 The U.S. now exports over 1 
mbd of distillate.  Please see 
appendix for more information.

31Ð 1CCÐ?NNCLBGVÐDMPÐ˿ESPCQÐ
explaining light and heavy 
crude oil 
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Heavy Canadian crude oil from 
the oil sands could directly dis-
place 2.3 mbd of heavy crude 
oil imports, largely imports 
from Mexico and Venezuela 
into the Gulf Coast.  This will 
PCOSGPCÐRFCÐBCTCJMNKCLRÐMDÐ
planned pipeline expansions 
from Cushing to the Gulf Coast 
as well as Keystone XL and 
possibly rail shipments.

Beyond displacing current 
imports of light and heavy 
crude oil, blending must occur 
in order to absorb larger vol-
umes of both light and heavy 
oil.  The amount of non-Ca-
nadian light and medium sour 
imports in the U.S. is roughly 
2.3 mbd.  The Gulf Coast and 
the West Coast currently run 
the largest volumes of light 
and medium sour crude oils.  
In addition to blending both 
domestic light sweet crude 
oil with heavy Canadian crude 
oil to supplant these imports, 
RFCQCÐPC˿LGLEÐPCEGMLQÐAMSJBÐ
also accept larger volumes 
of synthetic crude oil (SCO), 
upgraded bitumen from the oil 
Q?LBQ
ÐQGKGJ?PÐGLÐOS?JGRWÐRMÐ?Ð
light or medium oil.

�T?GJ?@JCÐPC˿LGLEÐA?N?AGRWÐ
for processing heavier grav-
ity crude oil may be available 
on the West Coast as Califor-
nian and Alaskan production 
BCAJGLCQ
ÐM˾CPGLEÐ?BBGRGML?JÐ
heavy and medium sour 
capacity for domestic and 
Canadian crude oil.

light sweet domestic produc-
tion can to directly displace 
foreign imports (should the 
necessary infrastructure be 
built to bring this oil from 
NPMBSAGLEÐPCEGMLQÐRMÐPC˿LCP-
ies on the coasts).  At the time 
of this survey, conducted by 
CAPP, the amount of foreign 
JGEFRÐQUCCRÐAPSBCÐMGJÐPC˿LCBÐ
in the U.S. was 1.6 mbd.  As 
GLBGA?RCBÐ@WÐ˿ESPCÐ��
ÐMLJWÐ?Ð
QK?JJÐDP?ARGMLÐMDÐC?AFÐPC˿LGLEÐ
district’s crude oil slate con-
sists of “foreign light sweet” 
crude oil.  The majority of 
light sweet imports remain on 
the East Coast in PADD 1, the 
natural home for light sweet 
Bakken crude oil.

The amount of foreign 
FC?TWÐAPSBCÐMGJÐPC˿LCBÐGLÐRFCÐ
U.S. is 4 mbd.  The non-Ca-
nadian portion of this foreign 
heavy crude oil is 2.3 mbd.  

?BBCBÐ@CLC˿RÐMDÐJ?PECPÐBGQRGJ-
late yields than a lighter bar-
rel.  Synthetic crude oil may 
play an important role due to 
GRQÐ̀CVG@GJGRWÐGLÐPC˿LCPGCQÐ?LBÐ
its large distillate yield.

Import Displacement 
Potential

The current crude oil slate, 
UFCLÐCV?KGLCBÐ@WÐPC˿LGLEÐ
district, illustrates both the 
PC˿LGLEÐPCEGML¦QÐMGJÐ?NNCRGRCÐ
as well as the need and op-
portunity for infrastructure to 
bring light sweet and heavy 
APSBCÐMGJÐRMÐFGEFCPÐT?JSCÐPC˿L-
ing centers.  Figure 23 shows 
the distribution of crude oil 
by characteristic and origin 
processed in each PADD.  The 
“foreign light sweet” por-
RGMLÐGQÐPMSEFJWÐCOSGT?JCLRÐ
to the existing potential for 

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

#FDROBà��à!ORABà,FIà!LJMLPFQFLKà?Và/B̪KFKDà"FPQOF@Q

1MSPAC�Ð!�..Ð����Ð0C˿LCPWÐ1SPTCW
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W hile crude by rail 
has proved to 
@CÐ?Ð̀CVG@JCÐ?LBÐ
relatively cost 

C˾CARGTCÐMNRGMLÐRMÐKMTCÐMGJÐRMÐ
market, the continued reliance 
and expanded use of rail is also 
the result of limited pipeline 
infrastructure and changing 
market dynamics. The original 
incentive to move crude by rail 
originated in North Dakota at 
the beginning of the Bakken 
oil boom when the region was 
short on pipeline capacity and 
experiencing rapid production 
growth. Upstream producer 
EOG spearheaded the Stanley 
rail project to move their oil 
directly to St. James, Louisiana, 
in order to avoid steep pric-
ing discounts and gain some 
control over the transportation 
of their oil production. This rail 
facility provided the company 
̀CVG@GJGRWÐ?LBÐBGTCPQG˿A?RGMLÐGLÐ
getting their crude oil to mar-
ket. In a high discount environ-
ment companies could move 
their crude oil to a more fa-
vorable coastal market where 
they could receive Brent pricing 
instead of discounted Clear-
brook or Cushing prices. While 
rail shipments are more costly 
than pipeline, there is room to 

pay for rail transportation when 
the WTI Brent discount ranges 
from $10 to $20. 

Today, a large amount of 
spare pipeline capacity exists 
to move Bakken crude oil from 
North Dakota. This is due to the 
growth in rail terminal capacity 
and rail’s wide footprint, which 
connects the Midwest to the 
East and West Coasts. New 
pipeline capacity has come on-
line, but it has been largely built 
along existing routes and to ex-
isting markets. Some produc-
ers may wish to allocate some, 
but not all, of their production 
to these existing markets while 
K?GLR?GLGLEÐRFCÐ̀CVG@GJGRWÐRMÐ
move a portion of their produc-
RGMLÐTG?ÐP?GJÐRMÐBG˾CPCLRÐK?PICRQÐ
where they can achieve higher 
netbacks.

Over 650,000 b/d, or 67 
percent of Williston Basin pro-
duction, is moving by rail out of 
North Dakota. This number has 
dipped slightly in recent months 
as the WTI Brent spread has 
narrowed, but the spread be-
tween North Dakota light sweet 
and Brent is still wide enough 
to warrant prudent crude by 
rail shipments. The cost to 
ship crude by rail varies from 
railroad to railroad, shipper to 

shipper, and deal to deal. How-
ever, EPRINC estimates that 
the cost to move crude oil from 
North Dakota to the East Coast 
and West Coast is between $10 
and $15. Crude oil shipment via 
rail is relatively costly, and the 
narrowing price spreads along 
with an overbuild of origin 
terminals has helped cool the 
market. However, crude by rail 
shipments are likely to stay 
at elevated levels, between 
500,000 b/d and 800,000 b/d 
over the coming months, be-
cause of the necessity to move 
APSBCÐMGJÐĆAGCLRJWÐGLÐ?ÐRGEFRÐ
pipeline capacity environment 
?LBÐRFCÐBCQGPCÐDMPÐBGTCPQG˿A?-
RGMLÐ?LBÐ̀CVG@GJGRWÐ@WÐQFGNNCPQ�Ð
Regardless of price spreads, 
spare pipeline capacity out of 
North Dakota is likely to re-
main. As described in previous 
sections, the middle of the U.S 
is saturated with light sweet 
crude oil and the Gulf Coast is 
OSGAIJWÐ@CAMKGLEÐQ?RSP?RCBÐ?QÐ
well. Producers are choosing 
to put large volumes of crude 
into tank cars rather than use 
existing pipelines which serve 
saturated markets.

The only available homes 
in the U.S. for Bakken crude oil 
are the East Coast and West 

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

Capturing the Arbitrage:  

Alternative Modes of Transportation
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growing, discounted produc-
tion in their backyard. This is 
partially attributable to the lack 
of destination facilities available 
to accept Canadian crude oil, 
particularly in the form of heavy 
bitumen. Origin terminals are 
being planned and rapidly built 
in Canada, but only a handful of 
facilities are currently available 
to unload and dispatch heavy 
bitumen via rail.34 To take ad-
vantage of economies of scale, 
unit trains, which use over 
���ÐR?LIÐA?PQ
ÐUGJJÐ@CÐPCOSGPCBÐ
(manifest shipments will take 

the U.S. alone, roughly 750,000 
b/d are crude oil. Of the 580,000 
b/d of crude oil and petroleum 
product moving via rail in 
Canada, approximately 120,000 
b/d are only crude oil. Together, 
870,000 b/d of oil are moving via 
rail in the U.S. and Canada, of 
which 650,000 b/d are Bakken 
crude. An additional 100,000 b/d 
are likely moving from plays 
within the U.S. (likely from the 
Niobrara and the Anadarko 
Basin). Roughly 120,000 b/d are 
KMTGLEÐMSRÐMDÐ!?L?B?ÐRMÐPC˿L-
eries within Canada and along 
the U.S. East Coast.33 Roughly 
600,000 b/d of ethanol bound 
for the gasoline supply are also 
moved via rail.

Canadian railroads have 
LMRÐKMTCBÐ?QÐOSGAIJWÐ?QÐ3�1�Ð
railroads to accommodate 

Coast, both of which are incon-
veniently disconnected from the 
crude oil pipeline system. The 
pipeline systems out of North 
"?IMR?ÐM˾CPÐNPMBSACPQÐJGRRJCÐ
incentive to commit barrels 
to their pipelines. Enbridge’s 
system can send Bakken 
crude oil north and east into 
the Enbridge mainline. Both 
options settle in Clearbrook, 
Minnesota, a market that typi-
cally discounts Bakken crude 
oil and is sensitive to regional 
PC˿LCPWÐK?GLRCL?LAC
ÐNGNCJGLCÐ
maintenance, and Canadian 
supply disruptions. True Com-
panies’ system sends crude oil 
south into Wyoming, another 
saturated market. Both of these 
pipeline systems have been 
severely underutilized in the 
last several months as produc-
ers moved their barrels to rail 
seeking higher priced markets 
RFPMSEFÐBGTCPQG˿A?RGMLÐ?LBÐ̀CV-
ibility in where they could send 
their crude oil. Rail will remain 
a major mode of transporta-
tion for North Dakota simply 
because the current pipeline 
network cannot move Bakken 
crude oil to the East or West 
!M?QRQÐUFCPCÐ@MRFÐRFCÐPC˿LGLEÐ
capacity and demand exist.

The majority of crude oil 
moving by rail within the U.S. 
and Canada is from the Bakken. 
EPRINC estimates that of the 
1.2 mbd of crude oil and petro-
leum product moving via rail in 

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

Figure 24. Pipeline Capacity Out of North Dakota

Source: NDPA with EPRINC Additions

33 All “crude only” numbers are 
EPRINC estimates.

34 The most likely method for 
shipping bitumen via rail would 
be in the form of heated cars 
to avoid the use of diluent 
or condensate which adds 
QGELG˿A?LRÐAMQRQ�ÐÐ5GRFMSRÐ
the diluent however, rail cars 
must be heated to be properly 
SLJM?BCBÐ?LBÐRFGQÐPCOSGPCQÐRFCÐ
necessary infrastructure at the 
unloading facility.
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place but they will be more 
costly as they lack economies 
MDÐQA?JC��Ð0C?JGXGLEÐRFCÐĆAGCL-
AGCQÐMDÐSLGRÐRP?GLQÐUGJJÐPCOSGPCÐ
destination facilities to have the 
necessary infrastructure and 
capacity to unload hundreds of 
P?GJA?PQÐ?RÐ?ÐRGKC�Ð1MKCÐC˾MPRQÐ
to build destination facilities 
are now underway. Crude by 
rail will become an increasingly 
important asset for Canadian 
producers going forward. But 
given the lag in infrastructure 
build out for heavy oil unload-
ing, blended bitumen via unit 

train may be adapted in the 
near term. Rail will be an es-
sential, rather than an addition-
al, mode of crude oil shipment 
should neither Keystone XL, 
Northern Gateway, nor Trans-
Canada’s Energy East projects 
be approved.

Until recently, the regulatory 
environment for the transpor-
tation of crude oil via rail has 
been relatively modest. Unlike 
MGJÐNGNCJGLCQÐGLÐUFGAFÐRFCÐR?PG˾Ð
structures are regulated by 
FERC (Federal Energy Regu-
latory Commission), moving 
APSBCÐ@WÐP?GJÐPCOSGPCQÐLMÐPCES-
latory pricing approvals. Com-
panies and third parties negoti-
ate prices with the railroad for 
either short or long-term rates. 
Individual states have discretion 
in how they regulate terminal 
@SGJBÐMSR�Ð2FGQÐPCESJ?RMPWÐ̀CV-
ibility is partially responsible 

RFCÐOSGAIÐ?B?NR?RGMLÐ@WÐRFCÐMGJÐ
industry to move their crude by 
rail.

While there have been spills 
from crude by rail shipments, 
data from the past three years 
suggest the volumes have 
been relatively minor. However, 
the recent tragedy in Lac Ma-
gentic, Quebec has changed 
the perception of the safety of 
moving crude oil by rail. While 
investigations are still taking 
place, Canadian regulators 
have already made changes to 
Q?DCRWÐPCOSGPCKCLRQ�Ð'KKCBG-
ate regulatory changes which 
PCOSGPCÐRP?GLQÐRMÐ@CÐK?LLCBÐ?RÐ
?JJÐRGKCQ
ÐQR?˾CBÐUGRFÐ?RÐJC?QRÐ
two crew members, and re-
OSGPCÐKMPCÐ@P?ICQÐRMÐ@CÐCL-
gaged along the course of the 
train when stopped have been 
implemented. The American 
Association of Railroads (AAR) 
has recently responded to the 
PCOSCQRQÐ@WÐRFCÐ$CBCP?JÐ0?GJ-
road Administration (FRA) to 
implement similar measures. 
The containment integrity 
(strength) of the railcars mov-
ing the crude oil has also come 
GLRMÐOSCQRGML�ÐFMUCTCP
ÐGLBSQ-
try responses suggest that the 
̀CCRÐMDÐP?GJA?PQÐRMB?WÐUGJJÐ@CÐ
OSGAIJWÐSNB?RCBÐRMÐ?NNPMTCBÐ
DOT standard tank cars with 
thicker tanks and more robust 
safety bumpers. Further issues 
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Figure 25. Daily Rail Movements of Crude Oil 
and Petroleum Product

Source: Association of American Railroads35

35 Crude and petroleum product 
GLAJSBCQÐJGOSC˿CBÐE?QCQ
Ð
asphalt, fuel oil, lubricating oil, 
jet fuel, etc.  U.S. operations 
exclude U.S. operations of CN 
and CP.  Canadian operations 
include CN and CP and their 
U.S. operations.  One carload 
holds 30,000 gallons (or 714.3 
barrels).
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Christi rose from almost zero 
in early 2012 to 300,000 b/d by 
year end.36 Barging volumes 
may decrease when pipelines 
such as the Ho-Ho start taking 
crude oil from Houston to re-
˿LCPGCQÐGLÐ1R�Ð(?KCQ
Ð*MSGQG?L?�Ð
As such infrastructure is built 
within the Gulf, less barging 
may be needed for short coast-
al movements. Nevertheless, 
barging will remain an integral 
mode of transportation as 
demand grows to move crude 
oil along the East and West 
Coasts, but the Jones Act will 
ultimately limit its potential.

The Merchant Marine Act 
of 1920, better known as the 
(MLCQÐ�AR
ÐPCOSGPCQÐRFCÐSQCÐ

RFCÐ5CQRÐ!M?QRÐRMÐPC˿LCPGCQÐGLÐ
California (but the Jones Act 
may make the cost of doing so 
prohibitive). In addition, rail-
to-barge facilities have been 
developed along inland water-
ways on the Upper Mississippi 
River and Illinois River, connect-
ing Minneapolis and Chicago to 
the Gulf Coast. These rail-to-
barge facilities primarily trans-
port Bakken crude oil, but also 
move Canadian crude oil railed 
into PADD II. 

Figure 27 shows the sub-
stantial increase in barge ship-
ments from the Midwest to the 
Gulf Coast since 2005, currently 
at 100,000 b/d, up nearly 90,000 
b/d since 2010.

Given the large volumes of 
APSBCÐMGJÐ̀MUGLEÐGLRMÐRFCÐ%SJD
Ð
barge movements are playing 
an important role in moving 
NPMBSARGMLÐRMÐPC˿LCPGCQÐ?JMLEÐ
the Gulf Coast. Barge ship-
ments of crude oil from Corpus 

remain for the role of short line 
railroads regarding the move-
ment of crude oil and other 
hazardous chemicals in light 
MDÐPCACLRÐBǴASJRGCQÐM@R?GLGLEÐ
?BCOS?RCÐGLQSP?LACÐAMTCP?EC�Ð

Barges

Producers have turned to 
barging in recent years as par-
tial solution to infrastructure 
challenges. They are utilizing 
both inland waterways and 
rail-to-barge routes. The lack of 
pipelines and discounted prices 
have led Bakken producers to 
embrace rail-to-barge methods 
to send crude oil to coastal re-
˿LCPGCQ�Ð#?QR@MSLBÐAPSBCÐMGJÐGQÐ
railed to Albany, NY then loaded 
onto barges and shipped down 
the Hudson River to East Coast 
PC˿LCPGCQ�Ð5CQR@MSLBÐAPSBCÐ
oil is currently railed to Wash-
GLERMLÐPC˿LCPGCQ�Ð2FCÐNMRCLRG?JÐ
exists to barge crude oil along 

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

#FDROBà��à!ORABà,FIà-FMBIFKBPà>KAà/B̪KBOFBPàSPà/>FIOL>APà>KAà1BOJFK>IP

Source: EPRINC Maps using Hart Energy data via ArcGIS

36 Fielden, Sandy. “We’re Jammin’ 
– But Can All Dat’ Crude Get 
Through? - Corpus Christi 
Terminals.” RBN Energy. N.p., 
13 2 2013. Web. 31 Jul. 2013. 
http://www.rbnenergy.com/
were-jammin-but-can-all-dat-
crude-get-through
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MDÐ3�1�Ð̀?EECBÐ?LBÐMULCBÐ
vessels to transport goods 
between U.S. ports. Jones 
Act vessels must be owned 
by an American company, 
manned by an American crew, 
and constructed in America.37 
(MLCQÐ�ARÐPCOSGPCKCLRQÐ?NNJWÐ
to both tankers and barges. 
2FCQCÐPCOSGPCKCLRQÐGLAPC?QCÐ
the cost of shipping between 
U.S. ports. The exact premium 
imposed by the Jones Act is 
unclear, but it will likely become 
an issue of discussion as light 
sweet crude oil continues to 
make its way to the Gulf Coast 
and Eagle Ford production 
breaches 1 mbd.38Ð2FCÐPCOSGPC-
ment to move larger crude oil 
volumes throughout the North 
American continent raises the 
issue of whether exemptions 

to the Jones Act are needed 
or whether the Jones Act can 
@CÐ?B?NRCBÐKMPCÐĆAGCLRJWÐQMÐ
ships can play a larger role in 
moving domestic crude oil to 
PC˿LGLEÐACLRCPQÐ�DMPÐCV?KNJC
Ð
shipments of domestic light 
sweet crude oil from the Gulf 
Coast to the East Coast).

In Conclusion…

Pipeline capacity did not 
?B?NRÐOSGAIJWÐCLMSEFÐRMÐKMTCÐ
rising crude oil volumes suf-
˿AGCLRJWÐRMÐK?PICR�Ð!MLQRP?GLRQ
Ð
both commercial and regula-
tory, in building out new pipe-
line infrastructure and expand-
ing existing infrastructure 

contributed to steep price 
discounts for Canadian, Bak-
ken, and other domestic crude 
MGJ�Ð0?GJÐLMUÐM˾CPQÐNPMBSACPQÐ
the ability to select which mar-
kets they will sell their crude 
MGJÐUGRFMSRÐPCOSGPGLEÐ?ÐJMLE�
term destination commitment. 
Production uncertainty in these 
new shale/tight oil formations 
may have played a role in large 
scale pipeline development 
early on. Pipelines typically 
PCOSGPCÐ?ÐFGEFÐBCEPCCÐMDÐAML-
˿BCLACÐRF?RÐQFGNNGLEÐTMJSKCQÐ
can be sustained long enough 
to amortize a pipeline over 20 
years. Because the scale and 
speed of this tight/shale oil de-
velopment in combination with 
growth from the Canadian oil 
sands was so fast, many com-
panies were unable to adapt. 

Regardless, new pipeline 
projects face uncertainty in 
obtaining construction per-
mits. Not only is the regulatory 
structure and approval process 
DMPÐEPCCL˿CJBÐNGNCJGLCÐNPMHCARQÐ
cumbersome and uncertain, 
producers (shippers) are now 
hesitant to commit large vol-
umes into a single market for a 
long period of time. In addition, 
PC˿LCPGCQÐK?WÐ@CÐJCQQÐUGJJGLEÐ
to commit to pipeline volumes 
as they work to adapt to new 
crude oil slates with varying 
discounts.

1DɫMDQHDR�É4MCDQRS@MCHMFÉ"QTCDÉ.HKÉ3XODRÉ@MCÉ#DRSHM@SHNMR

Figure 27. Barge Shipments from Midwest (PADD 2) 
to the Gulf Coast (PADD 3) Petroleum Product

Source: EIA

38 It costs about $4 a barrel to ship 
crude oil from the Gulf Coast to 
the Northeast on a Jones Act 
vessel. Bussey, John. “Oil and 
the Ghost of 1920.” Wall Street 
Journal. 28 Aug. 2013.  Shipping 
crude oil from the Gulf Coast 
to the Northeast on Jones Act 
barge costs about 15 cents per 
gallon, or $6.30 per barrel. EIA

37Ð 2FCÐ(MLCQÐ�ARÐPCOSGPCQÐRFCÐ
crew must be 75 percent 
American and that vessels limit 
the amount of foreign materials 
used in repairs. Only 10 percent 
by weight may be used.
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options also carry finan-
cial risks because most 
projects feed into existing 
markets.  Oneok’s pipeline 
project to move Bakken 
crude oil from the Wil-
liston Basin to Cushing, 
Oklahoma was canceled 
because it could not attract 
the interest of shippers and 
the willingness to commit 
sizeable volumes for the 
long-term.   

Despite recent cancela-
tions, the vast amount of 
crude oil on the market 
has created a need for both 
pipelines and alternative 
modes of shipping.  Today 
a plethora of pipelines are 
in the process of coming 
online, under construction, 
or in the first stages of de-
velopment.  The majority of 
this new pipeline capacity, 
roughly 7.7 mbd as esti-
mated by EPRINC, is com-
posed of pipeline reversals, 
expansions, twinning, 
repurposing, and retrofit-
ting, further confirming 
the dilemmas and dynamic 
market the midstream 
sector now faces.  Utilizing 
existing assets and existing 
rights of way saves mid-
stream companies con-
siderable capital and time.  

certain pipeline projects 
puts the commercial viabil-
ity of those projects into 
OSCQRGML�Ð

For pipelines, obtaining 
the necessary long-term 
commitments from ship-
pers to develop a pipeline is 
difficult now that producers 
have the optionality of both 
market diversification and 
short-term contracts via 
rail.  Producers can shift 
their production volumes to 
alternative destinations as 
market conditions change.  
Pipeline development has 
largely been limited to 
move oil to existing mar-
kets.  Greenfield projects to 
a new market, for example 
a pipeline from North Da-
kota to the East Coast or 
North Dakota to the West 
Coast, might attract higher 
desirability by shippers, but 
the regulatory uncertainty 
is too great.39 Expanding, 
retrofitting, reversing, or 
twinning along existing 
routes seems to be the 
preference among mid-
stream companies.  These 

T he resurgence in 
rail (and to a lesser 
extent barge) re-
flects the desire 

of producers to maintain 
flexibility (production vol-
umes not committed to a 
pipeline for 20 years) and 
achieve improved net-
backs by shipping to the 
East Coast, West Coast, or 
Gulf Coast.  It also reflects 
the lack of pipeline devel-
opment needed to reach 
those desired markets and 
the market saturation that 
developed due to the slow 
pace of pipeline build out.  
As production rose, pipe-
lines adapted to move new 
crude oil volumes from 
the producing regions into 
the larger existing pipe-
line network.  The delay 
in major projects such as 
Keystone XL created mar-
ket uncertainty regarding 
the construction of large-
scale greenfield projects 
and inhibited rapid debot-
tlenecking of Canadian and 
Bakken crude oil in the 
Midwest.  As bottlenecks 
and chokepoints devel-
oped, prices discounted, 
incentivizing crude by rail 
shipments.  The potential 
for rail to compete with 

/HODKHMDÉ#DUDKNOLDMS

Pipeline Development

39 These regulatory risks could 
include political opposition and 
NIMBYism
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/HODKHMDÉ#DUDKNOLDMS

Figure 28. Major Pipeline Projects by Name, Capacity, and Type

Source: EPRINC Table
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end of 2014, pipeline capac-
ity will rise to approximate-
ly 700,000 b/d.  

This redirection of oil 
flow is critical to alleviat-
ing the bottleneck in Cush-
ing, Oklahoma; however, 
coupled with rising Eagle 
Ford production, over 1 
mbd, another 700,000 b/d 
of light sweet crude oil into 
the Gulf will not only fin-
ish backing out all light 
sweet imports, it will also 
fundamentally change the 
flow of crude oil within the 
Gulf Coast.  Major pipeline 
flows into the Houston area 
are rising from minimal 
volumes to a projected 3+ 
mbd by the end of 2014.  
Like Cushing, Houston is 
becoming a storage hub 
and terminal center for 
the Gulf Coast.  Rail ship-
ments of Bakken crude oil 
into St. James, Louisiana 
will undoubtedly come to a 
stop in the coming months 
(depending on contractual 
arrangements).  

The planned Trunkline, 
a pipeline from Patoka, 
Illinois to St. James, Loui-
siana will bring an addi-
tional 660,000 b/d of light 
sweet crude oil into the 
Gulf Coast.  Because many 
of these refineries have 
already reached capacity 
for processing light sweet 

the Gulf Coast.  Figure 29 
breaks down inbound pipe-
line capacity additions to 
Cushing and the Gulf.  Over 
the next three years Cush-
ing, Oklahoma and the Gulf 
Coast will see an influx of 
inbound pipeline capacity.

Over 3.5 mbd of new 
inbound transportation 
capacity into Gulf Coast is 
set to come online between 
now and 2015.  In recent 
months multiple pipeline 
projects have begun flow-
ing oil from the Permian 
Basin to the Gulf Coast, 
altering the traditional flow 
of Permian Basin crude oil 
into Cushing.40 In 2012, only 
small volumes of Permian 
Basin crude oil moved to 
the Gulf Coast, roughly 
500,000 b/d were sent into 
Cushing via pipeline.  By 
year end, 400,000 b/d of 
available pipeline capacity 
from west Texas to the Gulf 
Coast will be constructed 
and made available.  By the 

Regulatory procedures still 
exist, but the timeframe 
from idea to construction 
is usually shortened when 
existing assets and rights 
of way are already in place.

Figure 28 lists major 
pipeline projects since 2012 
and highlights the capacity 
of each project along with 
the type i.e.: expansion, 
conversion, twin, etc.

As the pipeline project 
table suggests, signifi-
cant investments are be-
ing made in the midstream 
space.  Companies are 
actively working to move 
new crude oil volumes to 
market, but a new normal 
for pipeline permitting, 
development, and con-
struction, coupled with 
production increases in 
remote regions, means that 
alleviating many of these 
new-found bottlenecks and 
chokepoints will take time.  
As the midstream space 
works to relieve congestion 
in Cushing, new constraints 
in the Gulf arise.  Without 
the ability to export crude 
oil from the Gulf, either 
abroad or to the East Coast 
(via water shipments), new 
inbound pipeline capac-
ity together with rising 
Permian and Eagle Ford 
production will cause lo-
gistical challenges within 

40 This has helped with the recent 
narrowing of the WTI Brent 
spread by moving hundreds 
of thousands of barrels out of 
Cushing.  The recent narrowing 
of the WTI Brent spread also 
PC̀CARQÐQCTCPCÐBGQPSNRGMLQÐGLÐ
Canadian production caused 
@WÐ̀MMBGLEÐGLÐ(SLCÐ?LBÐ
QS@QCOSCLRÐBP?UÐBMULQÐGLÐ
!SQFGLEÐDPMKÐ+GBUCQRÐPC˿LCPQÐ
who could not get Canadian 
crude.

/HODKHMDÉ#DUDKNOLDMS
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Figure 29. Inbound Cushing and Gulf Pipeline Projects

Source: EPRINC

/HODKHMDÉ#DUDKNOLDMS
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UGJJÐQS@QCOSCLRJWÐAMLRGLSCÐ
to move by rail to the East 
and West Coasts.

network.  However, even 
with all of these scheduled 
projects, congestion and 
inefficiencies will likely 
remain.  First, some of 
these projects may not be 
developed; secondly, none 
of them solve the Bakken 
dilemma.  In fact they exac-
erbate it.  As infrastructure 
develops to move Permian 
Basin crude oil to the Gulf 
Coast, Bakken crude oil 
will no longer have a home 
in St. James, Louisiana.  
Production increases from 
the Eagle Ford will sup-
plant any residual capacity 
available from refiner-
ies.  The Trunkline project, 
which plans to move light 
sweet crude oil out of the 
Midwest, may not come to 
fruition because of these 
factors.41 Bakken crude oil 
will be left without a home 
accessible by pipeline and 

crude oil from the Eagle 
Ford and elsewhere, re-
fineries will either have 
to blend this crude oil to 
make a medium barrel or 
adjust their refineries to 
run a lighter crude oil slate.  
Regardless, such high 
volumes of additional light 
sweet crude oil moving into 
the Gulf coupled with rising 
Eagle Ford production will 
create bottlenecks and dis-
locations.  The Gulf Coast 
market will have to adapt 
to the influx of these light 
sweet crude oil barrels. 
To absorb rising volumes 
of light sweet crude oil, 
the Gulf Coast will need to 
import additional heavy oil 
barrels to blend according-
ly.  (The market could dis-
count light sweet barrels 
substantially, incentivizing 
refineries to run a lighter 
crude slate. Or, refineries 
and midstream operators 
may work to construct 
large scale blending capac-
ity to utilize multiple crude 
slates more efficiently at 
the refinery.) 

Planned pipeline capac-
ity and development repre-
sent a significant amount of 
infrastructure investment.  
They are helping to allevi-
ate many of the bottlenecks 
and inefficiencies through-
out the existing pipeline 

41 In order to continually support 
such high volumes of light 
sweet crude oil imports, the 
Gulf Coast would need to add 
several hundred thousand 
barrels a day of heavy oil 
imports to be blended with the 
light sweet crude oil in order to 
create a medium barrel crude 
oil.  Infrastructure to blend 
such high volumes will need to 
be developed in tandem with 
these pipeline projects.  Or, 
blending could take place in 
the Midwest and the Trunkline 
could transport a medium 
crude oil to the Gulf.

/HODKHMDÉ#DUDKNOLDMS
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/HODKHMDÉ#DUDKNOLDMS

commitment of purchasers.  
Potential shippers found the 
QFMPR�RCPKÐ̀CVG@GJGRWÐMDÐP?GJÐ
to be more attractive given 
uncertainty in the market and 
the changing price spreads.  
0C˿LCPGCQÐMLÐRFCÐNSPAF?Q-
ing end cited concerns over 
the potential receipt of Bak-
ken crude oil via rail from 
North Dakota.  Both parties 
were not willing to commit 
to long-term contracts and 
risk potential upside of other 
KMPCÐ̀CVG@JCÐMNRGMLQ�

Rail shipments of crude oil 
F?TCÐCKCPECBÐRMÐ˿JJÐRFCÐRP?LQ-
portation vacuum created 
by the lack of new pipeline 
projects in certain regions.  In 
one sense, it can be argued 
that the proliferation of rail, 
particularly in the Bakken, 
has prevented the construc-
tion of some new pipelines.  
However, one must consider 
whether Bakken production 
would have reached its cur-
rent extent without access 
RMÐAM?QR?JÐPC˿LCPWÐPCEGMLQÐ
via rail shipments.  Rail has 
NPMTGBCBÐ̀CVG@GJGRWÐ?LBÐMN-
tionality that pipeline projects 
A?LLMRÐM˾CP�ÐÐ'RÐF?QÐBMLCÐQMÐGLÐ
a short time period.  Without 

continued growth has created 
uncertainty, even within the 
industry, regarding its ulti-
mate size and scope.    With 
this uncertainty in mind, many 
SNQRPC?KÐNPMBSACPQÐ˿LBÐGRÐ
risky to commit to a pipeline 
NPMHCARÐRF?RÐPCOSGPCQÐ?Ð��ÐWC?PÐ
contract. Such a commitment 
locks a portion of their pro-
duction into a single market 
?JMLEÐ?Ð˿VCBÐPMSRC�ÐÐ'DÐK?PICRÐ
conditions change, for exam-
NJCÐ?ÐQFG̃ÐGLÐ?ÐPC˿LGLEÐACLRCP¦QÐ
appetite for a given crude oil, 
NPMBSACPQÐUGRFÐ˿VCBÐAMK-
mitments will not be able to 
fully adjust to the new market 
dynamics and could be forced 
RMÐ?@QMP@ÐQGELG˿A?LRÐCAM-
nomic costs.  Given the ongo-
ing evolution of the petroleum 
renaissance, and in particular 
crude oil demand among 
PC˿LCPGCQÐGLÐAM?QR?JÐPCEGMLQÐ
AMK@GLCBÐUGRFÐQRGJJÐ̀CBEJGLEÐ
shale plays, producers remain 
hesitant to commit to long-
term pipeline projects.

Kinder Morgan’s $2 billion 
Freedom pipeline conversion 
from west Texas to Califor-
nia was canceled because 
it lacked both the commit-
ment of shippers and the 

T here are two primary 
constraints imped-
ing the construc-
tion of new crude oil 

transportation infrastructure 
in North America: com-
mercial and regulatory risk.  
.CPF?NQÐRFCÐKMQRÐDPCOSCLRJWÐ
encountered constraint is the 
commercial risk associated 
with new pipeline construc-
tion.  Most pipeline projects 
are only economically viable 
when they secure long-term 
supply commitments from 
upstream producers.  Without 
such commitments, a pipeline 
operator cannot be certain 
that their project will gener-
ate the revenues necessary 
to justify the costs and the 
time involved to plan, permit, 
construct, and operate.

The North American petro-
leum renaissance emerged at 
a pace that surprised many in-
dustry participants, and did so 
in parts of the United States 
where the petroleum sector 
F?BÐCGRFCPÐ@CCLÐJC̃ÐDMPÐBC?BÐ
�.�""Ð�ÐPC˿LCPGCQ�
ÐGLÐBCAJGLCÐ
(the Permian Basin and west 
Texas) or barely existed at all 
(North Dakota).  The renais-
sance’s rapid emergence and 

Risks, Uncertainty,  

and Regulatory Challenges
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panel appointed by the NEB, 
recently wrapped up its public 
hearing process in June of 
2013. The $6 Billion project 
faces opposition from envi-
ronmental groups and First 
Nations.44  The pipeline is 
planned to transport crude oil 
to the coast of Kitmat, Brit-
ish Columbia from Edmonton, 
Alberta for export to Asia and 
the U.S West Coast.45 It will 
also send condensate in the 
reverse direction from the 
West Coast.   First Nations 
argue against an increase in 
APSBCÐMGJÐR?LICPÐRP?́AÐ?JMLEÐ
the coast, currently at an 
estimated level of 79,000 b/d.46 
Enbridge has already spent 
$500 million on environmental 
studies and legal fees defend-
ing the project.

These two major pipeline 

producers.  The risk to Key-
stone XL, and several other 
projects, is regulatory.  

The $5.3 billion42 project 
has faced numerous obsta-
AJCQÐGLÐGRQÐOSCQRÐDMPÐ?Ð.PCQG-
dential Permit over the past 
four years, including a second 
application, a re-route, and 
two Environmental Impact 
Statements (EIS).  President 
Obama has stated that the 
pipeline will only be approved 
GDÐRFCÐNPMHCARÐ£BMCQÐLMRÐQGELG˿-
cantly exacerbate the problem 
of carbon pollution.”43 Envi-
ronmental studies as well as a 
review of over 1.2 million pub-
lic comments are coming to 
?ÐAJMQC�ÐÐ2FCÐ˿L?JÐBCAGQGMLÐMLÐ
Keystone XL is scheduled for 
late 2013, but there have al-
ready been rumors of a push-
back until early 2014.  A major 
concern with Keystone XL is 
whether the U.S. is setting a 
precedent for an uncoopera-
tive energy policy agenda. 

Similarly, Enbridge’s 731 
mile long Northern Gateway 
pipeline is still in the process 
MDÐPCACGTGLEÐ˿L?JÐ?NNPMT?JÐ
from Canada’s National En-
ergy Board (NEB).  The Joint 
Review Panel, an independent 

rail optionality in the Bak-
ken, producers would still be 
faced with the risk of locking 
themselves into a market that 
becomes undesirable in the 
future (i.e., a market which 
M˾CPQÐRFCKÐ?ÐJMUCPÐUCJJFC?BÐ
value).  For example, commit-
ments to send Bakken crude 
oil south by pipeline would 
have likely exacerbated exit-
ing bottlenecks in Cushing 
and nearby regions, thereby 
lowering wellhead values and 
investment in the Bakken.  
It would have also reduced 
the availability of light sweet 
APSBCÐMGJÐRMÐPC˿LCPQÐGLÐ.�""Ð
1, preventing PADD 1’s second 
lease on life.       

Not all pipeline projects 
are hindered by commercial 
risk.  Demand for the pro-
posed Keystone XL pipeline 
was clear to oil sands pro-
BSACPQÐ?LBÐ%SJDÐ!M?QRÐPC˿L-
ers.  Canadian oil sands are 
UCJJÐK?RAFCBÐRMÐRFCÐPC˿L-
ing complexity of many Gulf 
!M?QRÐPC˿LCPGCQÐ�QMKCÐMDÐ
UFGAFÐUCPCÐKMBG˿CBÐQNC-
AG˿A?JJWÐRMÐNPMACQQÐ!?L?BG?LÐ
bitumen).  With the expected 
steady increase in Canadian 
oil sands production, more 
capacity was going to be 
needed to send oil from Al-
berta to the Gulf Coast.  With 
this in mind, Keystone XL 
was proposed and received 
commercial backing from 

Risks, Uncertainty, and Regulatory Challenges

42 Anticipated costs by 
TransCanada

43 President Obama remarks on 
climate change at Georgetown 
University, June 25, 2013

44 First Nations refers to one 
of the Aboriginal groups in 
Canada.  There are 617 First 
Nations communities, which 
represent 4 percent of the 
Canadian population. 

45 Condensate is used as a diluent 
for heavy crude oil. Canada 
needs condensate so it can 
export crude oil to the U.S. via 
pipeline. 

46 Kinder Morgan’s Trans 
Mountain system is the only 
Canadian crude oil pipeline to 
Canada’s west coast.  Trans 
Mountain has a capacity of 
300,000 b/d, 221,000 b/d is 
?JJMA?RCBÐRMÐPC˿LCPGCQ
ÐUFGJCÐ
79,000 b/d is allocated for 
marine exports. 
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a proxy in a campaign against 
a given energy supply, the 
results of those actions might 
ultimately be both economi-
cally and environmentally 
counterproductive.  The eco-
nomic impact of prohibiting 
the Keystone XL pipeline, for 
example, will have economic 
costs to the U.S. economy, 
RFCÐPC˿LGLEÐQCARMP
Ð?LBÐRFCÐ
consumer.  It will also impact 
the Canadian economy and 
federal, provincial, and local 
governments.   

Without shipments of oil 
sands to the Gulf, the U.S. will 
have to replace potential Cana-
dian imports with waterborne 
tanker imports from countries 
with fewer shared economic 
ties (and probably increased 
volatility).  In addition, rail ship-
ments of Canadian oil sands 
will increase.  Canadian pro-
ducers will continue to pur-
sue alternate transportation 
routes.  Inhibiting the Keystone 
XL pipeline and other well-reg-
ulated transportation projects, 
in an attempt to either reduce 
GHG emissions or transition 
to alternative forms of energy, 
will have discernible economic, 
political, and environmental 
AMLQCOSCLACQÐUGRFMSRÐK?I-
ing progress toward the said 
desired goals.

new to high volume oil pro-
duction, such as the Bakken.  
Landowners experiencing 
GLAPC?QCBÐMGJ˿CJBÐ?ARGTGRWÐMLÐ
their land and in their com-
munities are becoming less 
UGJJGLEÐRMÐOSGAIJWÐ?AAMK-
modate upstream and mid-
stream companies seeking 
to lay pipelines on their land.  
Second, the number of ap-
plications for pipeline projects 
has increased since the onset 
of this shale/tight oil boom.  
Regulators simply have more 
projects to evaluate than they 
did before.  Lastly, the permit-
RGLEÐNPMACQQÐGQÐOSGRCÐAMKNJCVÐ
?LBÐM̃CLÐPCOSGPCQÐAMMPBGL?R-
ing with multiple agencies 
simultaneously.  This process, 
which varies from state to 
QR?RC
ÐGQÐM̃CLÐSLAJC?PÐ?LBÐF?QÐ
been exacerbated by the re-
cent rush of planned pipeline 
projects.

While the regulatory cli-
mate can be cumbersome, 
new and existing infrastruc-
ture projects must be closely 
regulated in order minimize 
local safety hazards and 
environmental risks.  Pipeline 
spills and rail accidents that 
have occurred in 2013 suggest 
that there is room to improve 
both regulatory statutes and 
enforcement of said statutes.  
However, when actions are 
taken to impede infrastruc-
ture development and used as 

NPMHCARQÐM˾CPÐ!?L?BG?LÐNPM-
ducers viable outlets to move 
their crude oil to markets 
where ample demand exists.  
The delay in both of these pro-
jects, particularly Keystone 
XL, has created extensive un-
certainty around the ability to 
@SGJBÐ?ÐJ?PEC�QA?JCÐEPCCL˿CJBÐ
pipeline in the future and the 
role environmental opposition 
will play in future infrastruc-
ture development.  Current 
opposition to Keystone XL 
GQÐSLGOSCÐGLÐRF?RÐP?RFCPÐRF?LÐ
targeting the pipeline itself, it 
is primarily focused on the oil 
Q?LBQÐRF?RÐUMSJBÐ̀MUÐRFPMSEFÐ
the pipeline.  

Beyond these highly po-
liticized projects, a major 
OSCQRGMLÐGQÐUFCRFCPÐPCESJ?-
tory concerns are impacting 
smaller scale pipeline pro-
jects.  As noted in this report, 
millions of barrels of capacity 
are planned and under con-
struction to move these new 
crude oil supplies to market, 
@SRÐQGELG˿A?LRÐJGKGR?RGMLQÐ
in the pipeline network will 
remain.  Smaller midstream 
companies have noted a sub-
stantial increase in the time it 
takes to receive infrastructure 
permits and complete a pro-
ject.  There are a number of 
factors contributing to delays.  
First, obtaining the necessary 
rights of way (ROW) can be 
BǴASJRÐGLÐPCEGMLQÐUFGAFÐ?PCÐ
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Figure 1.  Canadian Pipeline Map Figure 2. Keystone XL Map

Figure 3. U.S. Product Exports

Source: Canadian Energy Pipeline Association Source: TransCanada

Source: EIA
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Figure 2. Keystone XL Map
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a “sweet” crude oil, but slightly 
less “sweet” than WTI). 

WTI and Brent are the 
world’s crude oil benchmarks 
@CA?SQCÐMDÐ@MRFÐRFCGPÐOS?J-
ity and also their countries’ 
PCQNCARGTCÐ˿L?LAG?JÐFS@QÐ
(New York and London).  This 
allows the physical crude to 
be traded in paper contracts 
in a stable legal environ-
ment with sound institutions 
granting transparency and 
predictability.

Both Brent and WTI crude 
MGJÐ?PCÐMDÐTCPWÐFGEFÐOS?JGRWÐ?LBÐ
yield high volumes of gasoline 
and distillates.  WTI has an API 
gravity of 39.6 degrees (mak-
ing it a “light” crude oil) and 
contains only 0.24 percent sul-
fur (making it a “sweet” crude 
oil).  Brent is a combination of 
APSBCÐMGJÐDPMKÐ��ÐBG˾CPCLRÐMGJÐ
˿CJBQÐGLÐRFCÐ PCLRÐ?LBÐ,GLG?LÐ
systems located in the North 
Sea.  Its API gravity is 38.3 de-
grees (making it a “light” crude 
MGJ
Ð@SRÐLMRÐOSGRCÐ?QÐ£JGEFR¤Ð?QÐ
WTI), and it contains about 
0.37 percent sulfur (making it 

Crude Quality and 
Benchmarks

Crude oil is valued within 
the market according to its 
OS?JGRWÐ?LBÐGLÐRSPLÐRFCÐNPMBSARÐ
slate it produces.  Benchmarks 
have been created in markets 
so that crude oils of varying 
OS?JGRWÐ?LBÐT?JSCÐA?LÐ@CÐRP?LQ-
parently and easily traded.  
Because WTI and Brent, the 
two primary global crude oil 
benchmarks, are considered 
FGEFÐOS?JGRWÐAPSBCÐMGJQ
ÐMGJQÐMDÐ
JMUCPÐOS?JGRWÐECLCP?JJWÐQCJJÐ?RÐ?Ð
discount to WTI and Brent.  

0C˿LCPQÐD?ACÐFGEFJWÐAMK-
petitive markets for the sale 
of petroleum products pro-
cessed at their facilities and 
are constantly improving their 
operations to improve what 
is called the “crack spread.”  A 
AP?AIÐQNPC?BÐGQÐRFCÐBG˾CPCLACÐ
@CRUCCLÐRFCÐ?AOSGQGRGMLÐAMQRÐMDÐ
the crude oil and the value of 
RFCÐPC˿LCBÐNPMBSARQÐNPMBSACB�ÐÐ
Some oils are more costly 
to fully process than others.  
2FGQÐAMQRÐBG˾CPCLACÐGQÐJ?PECJW
Ð
but not entirely, based on two 
characteristics of crude oil: the 
API gravity and the sulfur con-
tent.   In general, crude oil with 
lower API gravity and higher 
sulfur content are more costly 
RMÐPC˿LCÐGLRMÐ?ÐQR?LB?PBÐNPMB-
uct slate than crude oil with 
higher API gravity and lower 
sulfur content.

Figure 4. API Gravity by Crude Oil Class

Figure 5. API Gravity by Benchmark 

1MSPAC�ÐFRRN�UUU�RFCGAAR�MPEQGRCQBCD?SJR˿JCQ
NS@JGA?RGMLQ'!!2��=0C˿LGLE=2SRMPG?J=$',�*=0��NBD
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Figure 6. Total Imports vs. Canadian Imports by PADD

Source: EIA, light, heavy, synthetic, and blended bitumen


